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SPORTS

Racers get
a Blue Devil
of a draw
'Breds split
doubleheader
with Martin

Murray Stale director
of athletics E.W. Dennison, right, and Racer
basketball coach Mark
Gottfried react to seeing
the team's draw on the
Curris Center's big
screen TV Sunday at
MSU's Pairings Party.
Murray State, the No.
15 seed in the Southeast
Regional, will face No.
2-seed Duke in the first
round Friday in Charlotte, N.C.
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Investigators
look at missile
in TWA crash
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) —
Newly disclosed evidence
"points to a missile" As the
cause of the explosion that
killed all 230 people aboard
TWA Flight 800 off New York's
Long Island, The PressEnterprise reported today.
The evidence includes reddish residue found on several
seat backs that laboratory
analysis shoWed to be "consistent with solid missile fuel" ingredients, the newspaper said.
It said information from FBI
and National Transportation
Safety Board documents and
investigative sources indicates
the plane may have been a victim of a terrorist missile or
"friendly fire" — a Navy weapon gone astray.
The FBI repeated that it had
no proof of a missile, although
it has not ruled one out as a
possible cause of the July 17
crash. The Navy again denied
any role in the disaster.
Investigators say a missile
remains one of three theories,
along with a bomb or mechanical failure.
The paper also said tapes to
be released later this week by
the Federal Aviation Administration suggest a projectile
moving at 1,500 mph was on a
collision course with the plane
just before it exploded over the
ocean during a flight to Paris.
''That's not true," FAA
spokeswoman Diane Spitaliere
said today. "We're not releasing anything." Materials involved in the investigation were
already sent to the NTSB, she
said.
The report said "compelling
testimony" indicated a missile
hit the plane on the right side,
forward of the wing, passing
through the fuselage without
exploding.
WEATHER
Today...Sunny and mild.
High 60 to 65. Wind becoming
southwest 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Clear and cool.
Low 35 to 40. West wind around 10 mph.
Tuesday...Sunny. High around 60.
•
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L.P. Miller leaves legacy as community educator
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
L.P. Miller, one of Murray's
most influential, loved and respected citizens, died Saturday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was 89 years old.
From meager beginnings as
one of eight children of an Almo
tobacco farmer, Miller overcame
the adversity and racism so prominent during the Depression era to
become a college graduate, educator, high school principal and
black leader.
After completing his eighthgrade year in a one-room schoolhouse in Almo, Miller did the unthinkable for a black man in Calloway County at that time — he
went on to high school.
But in order for the young
Miller to get the education so desired by his mother, he had to
leave the comforts of his family
and move to Frankfort in 1927.

Murray would not have a high
school for black students for
another two years.
In a 1995 Ledger article, he recalled that time in his life.
",1 can remember watching all
the white children pass by my
house going to high school, but I
could not go because they didn't
have a school for me," he said.
Miller both attended high
school and later earned his degree
in English from Kentucky State
(now Kentucky State University).
The young, stout Murray farm
boy was allowed to play college
football as a high school junior
and continued playing for six
years. In 1975 he was named to
that school's athletic hall of
fame.
It was at Kentucky State where
he met his wife Bessie. The couple went on to have six children,
all of whom continued post-high
school educations.

IP411
LP. MILLER in a 1995 photograph
After graduating from college
in 1933, Miller returned to his
hometown and began a 41-year
education career as a teacher at

the Douglass School, where he author of the school's fight song,
later became principal.
Mae Ola Jones, said Miller had
One former student of "Profes- "a way" about him that students
sor Miller's" recalled the atten- responded to.
tion he paid to the students.
"He could identify with the
students and come down to their
"He was a real pioneer and a
level and explain things to where
great role model to the North
they could understand them,"
Douglass community," said -Clara
Jones said. "Anytime you can
Bramley, of her 9th- and 10th
grade English teacher. "I didn't. identify with a studeht and get
start making good grades until I
them to understand something,
got in his class. He always had a
the way he did...well, put it this
very kind voice and took time
way, he put spirit in you to do the
with the students. It was always a
best you could with what you
good feeling to be in his class."
had."
Bramley said under Miller's
Ironically, two years before his
direction, the Douglass School
retirement in 1974, he became asintroduced various sports teams, sistant principal of Murray High
gymnasium facilities as well as
School.
practical courses such as typing
Three years later, in 1977,
to teach post-graduate skills to
Murray named L.P. Miller Street
black students.
in honor of his accomplishments
"We didn't have those types of
and contributions to the city and
classes before that," Bramley
particularly the North Douglass
said.
Another Douglass student, and • See Page 2

Report hits
postsecondary
education hard
Findings support
early report
by Alexander
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
A new report recently released
to the Task Force on Postsecondary Education addresses the pitfalls of higher education in
Kentucky.
Compiled by the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, the report details
problem areas within the state's
eight public universities, community colleges and postsecondary vocational schools.
The report was prepared for
Gov. Paul Patton as he pursues a
solution to the state's higher education problems.
That report will be outlined today during a special meeting in
Frankfort involving Gov. Paul
Patton and members of the task
force.
Of the many points highlighted
in the report, perhaps the most
telling is one that pinpoints deficiencies in the national rankings

o most highof the state's
profile institution.
"Kentucky does not have a nationally recognized doctoral
degree-granting institution," said
the report. "Neither the University of Kentucky or the University of Louisville have programs
which consistently rank at or near
the top in national rankings.
"The highest ranking given to
a UK program was 31 of 127 for
the Arts and Sciences Pharmacology program. The highest ranking
given to a UL program was 76 of
194 for the Biochemistry/
Molecular Biology program."
The report outlines problems
with student completion rates and
degree programs, in comparison
to other states.
"Kentucky ranks high among
competitor states in postsecondary enrollment, but near the bottom for student completion,"
notes the report.
"Kentucky is last (15th) among
competitor states in the number
of baccalaureate degrees granted
in computer science, engineering
and science per 1,000 high school
U See Page 2

BERNARD KANEAedger & Times phew
DRESSED TO ROCK: Paul Sharpe, manager of the WI-Mart Supercenter in Murray, takes the radio
from a store employee during his rocking chair shift Saturday as Murray Police Department Sgt. Melodie
Jones looks on. In response to a wager with his employees, Sharpe donned a dress for the Rock-a-thon.
The event raised over $6,000 for the Murray Woman's Club drive to porches* two Calms IRIS firefighting
helmets.

Families move children to safety
BIRDS VILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Twelve-year-old Phillip Sharp
was on his front lawn casting a
fishing line into she expanding
Ohio River when the Coast Guard
came to take him to higher

ground.
With floodwaters quickly sur"I wasn't scared, I was having
rounding the homes and trailers
fun," Phillip said. "I was canoethat dot rural western Kentucky.
ing around and fishing in my
front yard. Didn't catch anything,
but I was getting some bites." •See Pogo 2
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Guard unit protecting flooded areas•Report...
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Soldiers from Murray's 438th
Military Police Company are
among several units ihat.ilave
been deployed to help in flood
damaged areas of the state.
Ben Singleton, a public affairs
officer for the Army National
Guard, said approximately 30
Calloway County volunteers from
the Military Police unit are stationed in Campbell, McCracken,
Pendleton and Tremble counties.
According to Singleton, the
unit had began asking for volunteers March 2.
Capt. William Waller, an officer with the local Army National Guard, said the unit's mission is to aid civilian police forces in securing specific areas of
the state and providing
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emergency medical needs.
"Our company has been placed
on state active duty for securing
these areas against looting and
rioting," said Waller. "We are
making sure that people's personal property is not harmed and
that cars are not trying to cross
over impassable roads. We are
providing transportation
whenever it's needed."
Singleton told the Ledger that
over 1,600 troops throughout the
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FROM PAGE 1
many residents are starting only
now to show respect for the raging waters that devastated upriver
towns this past week.
Belying the threat coming relentlessly downriver, sun shone
today after a rapidly moving cold
front passed through and brought
light rain Sunday that had no effect on water levels.
Phillip's parents called the
Coast Guard to take their son to
an uncle's house, even though
they )stayed behind; others who
stayed also sent their children
and elderly relatives to safety.
The sixth-grader had spent the
past week watching nearby farm
fields grow into lakes and the
river spill a mile over its banks.
The water in front of Phillip's
trailer was 5 feet deep by the
time he was evacuated.
Though floodwaters were starting to recede upriver, the Flood
of '97 is far from over, with water still rising in dowtstream
towns. The Ohio was expected to

'NOTICE
•

North Elementary Extended
School service program will not
meet Wednesday afternoon.
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crest Tuesday in Evansville, Ind.,
Wednesday in Mount Vernon,
Ind., and Friday in Paducah.
Volunteers and emergency
crews were busy sandbagging to
plug holes in the main levee in
Old Shawneetown, Ill., where the
Ohio has risen nearly 2 feet and
is expected to crest Thursday.
Downriver, Smithland is surrounded by water that is waisthigh and rising, with a crest expected Friday. Schoolchildren
helped fill sandbags until midnight Saturday to boost the height
of the town's flood wall to 5 feet.
"The whole town is relying on
that wall," said George Green, a
town councilman.
In this tiny hamlet, a few miles
upriver from Smithland, the river
was 12 feet above flood stage and
expected to rise another foot before cresting Thursday. Already,
residents have abandoned 25 of
the 40 homes.
"It's really starting to scare
some people now," said Coast
Guard Chief Warrant Officer
Keith Felcyn, who spent Sunday
checking families who chose to
stay in their inundated
communities.
The Coast Guard has urged dozens of families living along the
Ohio and its tributaries to leave
their homes for emergency shelters on higher ground, but legally
there is nothing they can do to
make them leave.
"People don't realize what the
river can do when it jumps out of
its banks," said Coast Guard Lt.
Thomas Tarrants. "It's going to
take the path of least resistance
and if you're in the way, God
help you, because it isn't going to
stop for anything."
On Sunday, the body of a
27-year-old Falmouth man was
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FROM PAGE 1
graduates."
According to the report, 1.9
percent of associate degree students transferring from one state
institution to another earned a degree within three years. Of that
number, only 41.6 percent were
still enrolled in an institution after three years.
"Whatever the causes may be,
Kentucky faces a severe problem

II Families...
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state have been called to active
duty in 44 counties.
Those troops, Singleton said,
will be stationed for at least one
more week.
"We arc concentrating on these
areas right now," said Singleton.
"But we will need to look at the
damage in Owensboro, Hopkinsville and Paducah. We'll probably be moving to those areas in
another week or so because that's
where the water is moving to."
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FROM PAGE 1
community.
"When he began the Douglass
homecoming (28 years ago), it
became very important to the former students and their families.
There are now greatgrandchildren of Douglass' students who come back here for it
each year and it's become a big
event for the entire North Douglass community.
"He was always right in the
middle of trying to do something
for the community, trying to
make things better for whites and

found in a field, becoming Kentucky's 19th flood victim. A
search resumed today for two
men missing at the confluence of
the Ohio and Green rivers when
their canoe overturned a day
earlier.
And the bodies of an Owen
County couple trapped in their
By STACY MORFORD
flooded car since last weekend
have finally been freed from their Associated Press Writer
BEALS, Ky.(AP) — Floodwawatery grave. Authorities said today that Allen and Marilyn Wil- ters kept rising across this westson of Perry Park were driving ern Kentucky river town Saturalong Highway 355 when their day, lapping up against houses,
car was swept away by floodwa- depositing a stale mush of twigs
ters from the Kentucky River last and trash on porches and stealing
weekend. Flood waters had re- toys left carelessly in yards.
Yet with the crest of the Ohio
ceded enough on Saturday to fiRiver here two days away, there
nally remove the bodies.
seemed little cause for alarm. At
And Falmouth Mayor Max
Goldberg, 83, was in fair condi- home after home, when the Coast
tion this morning at a northern Guard floated up and offered to
Kentucky hospital after suffering ferry people to safety — there
chest pains during the weekend. were few takers.
Elderly women just waved
More than a week has passed
since the flooding began with a from their porches. Children
violent weather system that also dangled their -legs off decks as if
brought deadly tornadoes to Ark- they were docks on a lake. Stubansas and Mississippi. High water born. farmers held their ground.
"I got too much stuff out here,
iti West Virginia, Indiana, Ohio,
Kentucky and Tennessee has in- I ain't just gonna leave it," Tom
Merideth shouted to the Coast
creased the death toll to 59 and
caused hundreds of millions of Guard crew that boated across his
soybean field.
dollars in damage.
In this tiny town near the conIn the upriver town of Lebanon
Junction, residents cleaned up fluence of the Ohio and Green
from floodwaters that receded af- rivers, there is water as far as the
ter reaching the second story of eye can see. It's already chestsome homes. A foot of water was high and expected to rise another
still draining from the First Bap- half foot before the river crests
Monday.
tist Church, so its congregation
Already, floods have killed 18
gathered Sunday at a Methodist
people in Kentucky and among
church a few blocks away.
"Not only do I not have my them were people who refused to
house. I don't have my church," heed the warnings to leave.
"People have no respect for said Vanessa Nicklies, wiping
away tears. "But it's OK. The the river," said Coast Guard
Lord won't give me anything I Petty Officer Bruce Bryant. "It's
the children that suffer in this the
can't handle."
most. They don't understand it."
Dena Todd had planned to
stick out the flood with her sister
and three young children in a
trailer that was completely
community
blacks. He was a
watcrlocked.
man, a well-thought-of man and a
But in this case, the Coast
very trusted man," Jones said.
Guard
floated up with a court orMiller is survived by his wife
der
from
Mrs. Todd's ex-husband
Bessie, their children, grandchildemanding
that their 6-year-old
dren and great-grandchildren, not
to mention the countless number daughter be evacuated. Fearing
of friends, fellow teachers, admi- she might lose custody of the
nistrators, former students (both children, Mrs. Todd grudgingly
black and white) and the entire agreed to let the Coast Guard
take her and the children to dry
city of Murray.
Funeral arrangements are in- laud.,
"We weren't in any danger out
complete at this time. Arrangethere,"
she maintained. "Come
ments are being handled by the
Hamock Funeral Home in Monday, if the water ain't rising
no more, we'll be back."
Paducah.
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ticulation process developed to
assist student transition from the
technical schools to other postsecondary institutions."
Murray State University Board
of Regents Chairman Sid Easley
said these assessments and many
others made in the report closely
resemble those made by MSU
President Dr. Kern Alexander in
an earlier report to Patton.
"This report to the governor
follows almost all of the points
made by Dr. Alexander in his report to the Council on Higher
Education," Easley said. "The report. is certainly supportive of
making the University of Kentucky a preimminent research
university rather than one running
the community college system."

WAL'
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Coast Guard finds that
many don't want to leave

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Tkotogfaphy

that must be overcome if its degree production is to reach the
levels of competitor states," the
report read.
Also highlighted by the report
was duplication in postsecondary
education, especially involving
Kentucky Tech institutions and
the state's community college
system, run by the University of
Kentucky.
"The problem seems to be
most acute between the Kentucky
TECH system and the community
colleges," the report said. "These
institions offer duplicate programs, sometimes on adjoining
campuses.
"The Kentucky TECH system
has tried with little success to address this problem through an ar-

Friends: Ford
won't run again
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Wendell Ford, the Nov. 2
Democrat in the Senate and Kentucky's longest serving senator,
has decided not to seek a record
fifth term, friends and associates
said today.
Ford scheduled an afternoon
news conference in Frankfort.
However, he spent the morning
telling friends and supporters about his decision, said two sources
close to Ford who spoke to The
Associated Press on condition of
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You'd Better
Hurry 'Cause
They're Going
FastI

She isn't the first person Coast
Guard Petty Officer 2nd Class
Bruce Bryant has brought out of
the flood who wanted to stay in
it. By Saturday morning, the
Coast Guard had rescued 130
Kentuckians trapped in their
homes by the rising water. But in
the inundated region of Henderson County east of the Green
River, 50 of the 500 homes remained occupied.
"People have no respect for
the river," Bryant muttered, as
he passed two children waving
from their front porch. "It's the
children that suffer in this the
most. They don't understand it."
The Ohio River was expected
to rise 6 more inches before
cresting on Monday. Saturday, it
was 12.1 feet above flood stage
and continuing to spread its must
stench throughout the county's
bottomlands.
The families remaining have
seen television footage of the
wreckage floodwaters have left in
Falmouth and West Point and
they know people have drowned
in their homes, but they're confident that they know the rivers
most of them have lived near all
their lives.
They have their boats, their
neighbors and the Coast Guard's
daily patrols through the waterlogged county to rely on, they
said.
"Sure we're going to stick it
out, we're on dry land. It ain't
coming over," Jim Allen said as
he sorted through the two bags of
groceries his father had brought
in with the Coast Guard boat.
"Sure there's a little cabin
fever, but we've got stuff to do,
watching TV and playing cards,"
he said.
He figures it'll be another
week before the roads are visible
again, but he and his wife aren't
worried.
"He's going on 20, so there's
not much I can do," his father,
Jim Allen Sr. said, as the boat
started back through town. "I
wish they would come back, but
he wants to protect his guns."
Allen glanced back toward the
driveway.
"I love you, son," he called.

aloa

753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

anonymity.
Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., described Ford
as "a real power in our caucus."
Daschle would not confirm that
Ford had decided to retire, but
did say that Ford had talked to
him.
Ford is the second Democratic
senator to decide not to seek reelection in 1998. Sen. John Glenn
of Ohio said last month he also
would not seek a fifth term.
Ford, who turned 72 in September, was elected to the Senate
in 1974 while he was governor.
He has served longer than anyone else from Kentucky and is
now the second-ranking Democrat in the Senate, holding the
position of minority whip.

40o 1 Fish Day
It's Time For Stocking
CHANNEL CATFISH,HYBRID BLUE GILL
Fathead minnows Large Mouth Bass,
Black Creme and Tnplood Grata Carp (for

Pond Weed Control) The Hybl-id Blue Gal
will reach a weight of 2 to 2',/ pounds
Delivery Will Be
Monday, March 21

At The Following Locabon
Southern Stated Co-Op
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423
flew: 11:30-12:16 p.m.
Aqua Shade and Complete Line of Pond
Equipment Available Call Your Local Store
To Piece Your Order or Gail
501-575-9501
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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WASHINGTON TODAY
Congress spurns
another Republican
showpiece amendment
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — There they went again: members of
Congress spurning a showpiece Republican amendment to the
Constitution.
,
Republicans in the Senate mustered a unlnirnous Vote, but there
were enough Democratic opponents to hold them one senator short
of the two-thirds required for approval of a constitutional amendment to require balanced budgets after 2002.
Republicans control Congress, but they're nothing-for-two. The
House had earlier rejected an amendment for congressional term
limits. That vote wasn't even close.
Those are popular causes in the polls, but rejection is routine.
Ronald Reagan said he felt "deep, burning anger" when the
balanced-budget amendment was rejected by the House in 1982.
There's been a lot of that among Republicans; the amendment has
been blocked seven times since.
"We will be back," said Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, Iccusing
Democrats of demagoguery after the latest rejection Tuesday.
"This issue will not go away," said Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott.
Republican leaders said the House will act on its version of the
balanced budget amendment, despite Senate rejection. That's essentially a free vote on a politically saleable issue, since there is virtually no chance of a revival in the Senate.
Constitutional amendments have become a billboard for issues,
Often for conservative causes.
The amendment against flag burning, passed by the House but
three votes short in the Senate in 1995, is back for another run. The
sponsors say they've got endorsements from more than two-thirds
of the House, a strong start, but no guarantee that the measure will
clear Congress to be put up for ratification by the states.
After all, two vital votes against the balanced budget amendment
in the Senate were those of new senators who had supported the
measure in their 1996 campaigns.
These are politically popular amendments. The legislatures in 49
states have adopted resolutions supporting the measure to overturn
a 1989 Supreme Court ruling and let them, and Congress, make
flag desecration a crime.
Twenty-three states had voted to impose term limits on their
members of Congress when the court ruled in 1995 that it can't be
done by law, state or federal, only by constitutional amendment.
The public opinion polls show overwhelming support for an
amendment to require that federal budgets be balanced. But that
backing shrinks to a minority when the question is whether budgets
should be balanced even if it requires cutting Social Security benefits. That's the vulnerable point the Democrats attacked in the latest
replay on that issue. The same reservation has stalled House action
on the amendment.
Among other perennials introduced in Congress again this year:
—The amendment to undo the 1973 Supreme Court decision that
legalized abortion, and permit laws against it. That's bec me
t. an
issue for Republican presidential candidates every fourth yet, conservatives demanding that they endorse the amendment and
e it
part of the GOP platform, which it is. But unredeemed because
there is no prospect of two-thirds votes in Congress.
—The amendment to legalize prayer in the public schools.
—The victims rights amendment, the only one President Clinton
supports. It spells out the courtroom rights of people victimized by
criminals.
—Measures to abolish the Electoral College in favor or direct
election of'presidents.
—Amendments that would deny automatic citizenship to the
U.S.-born children of aliens, and would make English the official
language.
—One to repeal the two-term limit on presidents.
—Democratic proposals to undo the 1976 Supreme Court bar
against campaign spending ceilings. That one could be pushed to a
vote should Congress act on campaign finance reforms, but it
would be a sure loser.
So would the others, which is why scores have been introduced
again this year, but few will ever come up for action.
Two-thirds majorities are hard to win. After that, it takes approval by three-quarters of the states to make an amendment part of
the Constitution.
At least 10,000 amendments have been proposed in Congress in
the past 210 years. Only 27 have been ratified and added to the
Constitution; 10 of those were the Bill of Rights.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Waller R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
tenets on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all ketAat Matt be opted by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
tit Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Report gives Patton ammo
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Last week, Gov. Paul Patton got
the factual ammunition he needs
in the looming fight to reform
higher education in Kentucky. It
remains to be seen whether logic
wins out over raw political power
and emotion.
A report titled "Postsecondary
Education in Kentucky — An Assessment," reaches no verdict.
But it does offer a stinging indictment of a system that its authors found inefficient, consumed
by self-interest, racked by regional and political concerns and
incapable of providing the services the state needs.
"Is Kentucky's postsecondary
education system prepared to
meet the demands of its citizens
in the next century? An examination of the existing institutions,
policies and organizational structure results in a definitive,
'No," the report said.
Section after section of the report offers headlines that shout
the shortcomings:
"-Critical issues — failing
grades."
"Educational attainmeta —
Kentucky falls behind."
"Educational efficiency — low
performance programs and high
duplication."
"Poor utilization of on-campus
facilities
other
and

inefficiencies."
"Research competitiveness —
questionable at best."
Much of the criticism is directed at the Council on Higher
Education, a group of citizens appointed by the governor and
charged with coordinating programs and policies among the
eight universities. But the report
also says the council is not entirely at fault.
Instead, the council has been
buffeted by the political winds!
bypassed by regions and universities and, in the case of postsecondary vocational programs outside
the community colleges, left out
of the mix altogether.
"Through recent history, the
University of Kentucky, with its
prestige and statewide political
networks, and the regional universities, with their ties to key legislators, have been able to ignore or negate the council policies that ran counter to their
interests," the report said.

Local boards of regents and
trustees have done no better at
taking a broad look at education
issues, and there is no effective
structure to hold them accountable, the report concluded.
In fact, some policies lead to
mindless competition. The socalled formula for funding higher
education encourages student enrollment, even if it makes no
sense. The report said the financial incentives exist for schools
like UK — which should be concentrating on upper level courses,
graduate programs, research and
loftier goals — to get students
into even remedial math and English courses just to get more
state funding."Therefore, the formula suggests to the college campuses that
quality is much less important
than quantity of courses," the report said.
Cooperation is stifled because
campuses worry about who gets
credit for enrollment and the mo-

'I'LL -TAKE ONE OF MIOSE 55-CENT St& MACS — AND HOLD THE

ney that comes with it.
Many programs are offered
that have little apparent interest,
but remain something of a drain
on the system. Five of the universities offer the same six academic
programs for undergraduates, but
each of the programs averaged
fewer than 10 graduates in
1995-96. Meanwhile, there is
little in the way of production of
engineers and postgraduates in
high technology fields.
"Those who suffer most from
the lack of coordination among
Kentucky's postsecondary institutions are students and employers," the report said.
The system even has financial
barriers to students and, left
14,000 eligible students without
assistance in the 1995-96 school
year.
The report concludes that educating Kentucky's population is
inextricably intertwined with its
economic prospects.
"Though postsecondary education. will not be _a guarantee in
Lifting Kentucky,- its economy and
its citizens to national economic
standards," the report said, "the
commonwealth will surely never
reach these goals without it."
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

I RRATIONAL EXUBERANCE

Defining dressed for success
WASHINGTON (AP) — His
image too solemn, too dour, Bob
Dole set aside his Senate suit and
tie. But it was not enough. In this
age of Dennis Rodman and Rudy
Giuliani, maybe he should have
tried a blond wig and a dress.
Giuliani, the tough-guy mayor
of New York, is up for reelection this year and gave himself an image transplant. The former prosecutor and anti-crime
crusader does not come across as
a lighthearted guy. At least not
until the night a week ago when
he cavorted on stage at a press
dinner in a gown, wig and heavy
makeup.
If Giuliani wins a second term
in a landslide later this year, political consultants might see irresistible possibilities.
Will wooden Al Gore don a
Dior to end the comparisons to a
tree?
Will New York Sen. Al
D'Amato take a turn in a Ferragamo to boost his chances for reelection in '98?
Jaws dropped and hands
slapped foreheads when Giuliani
appeared on stage in drag ninemonths before the city's mayoral
election.
"Talk about being confident,"
said New York political consul-

tant David Garth, who was in the
audience.
For all the shocked expressions, Giuliani was not breaking
new ground. There's a long history of what sociologist Jeffrey
Olick called "hairy-leg shows,"
in which men cavort in dresses.
One example is Washington's
Gridiron Club, an organization of
the city's media elite, which puts
on a satirical review at its annual
dinner. For years the club was all
male and its members donned
dresses for female roles. That ended two decades ago when White
House reporter Helen Thomas
broke the gender barrier.
It was at a Gridiron dinner one
year that Dole brought down the
house when he was introduced by
Thomas and responded: "That's
a lovely dress you're wearing. I
understand it's from the J. Edgar
Hoover spring collection." It was
a reference to the unconfirmed

rumor that the late FBI director
was a transvestite.
Olick, a professor at Columbia
University, drew a distinction between Giuliani and Rodman, the
professional basketball star
whose taste for the outrageous
extends to ever-changing hair
color and appearances in women's clothing.
"They have very different motivations," said Olick. "For Giuliani it's obviously to show that
he is not a humorless guy, that he
is hip in some sense and he
understands what's going on. He
can be playful.
"On the other hand, Dennis
Rodman is a little bit more serious because he's clearly outside
the mainstream. Giuliani is playing with the boundary; Rodman
is crossing over ii"
Patrick Ural. a New York
psychologist and expert on transvestism. said Giuliani's perfor-

mance was "probably the most
outrageous thing he could do. He
really picked something that
caught the public's attention and
it softened his image and it made
him seem more human and more
playful."
On the other hand, Suraci said,
the publicity might cause people
to "see it as something to laugh
at, and in reality it is not a laughing matter. People really suffer
from this disorder."
When Rodman and radio personality Howard Stern dress in
women's clothing. "they do it for
publicity. It makes money. We
don't know what their true motive is. However, they certainly
don't pass as women," said
Suraci.
"A lot of the real crossdressers are upset with these people (Rodman and Stern)," he
said. "It's demeaning to them."
As for Giuliani's performance,
said Suraci, "in general, in the
gay community they Would find
it funny and a bit endearing."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald
M. Rothberg has covered Redone, and international affairs
for The Associated Press in
Washington for ntore than 39
years.
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Search is being made for the
next Mrs. Kentucky America
The search is on for the next
Mrs. Kentucky America of 1997.
The 1997 Mrs. Kentucky
America Pageant will be June 14
and 15 at Holiday Inn - Downtown Louisville.
This pageant is an official Mrs.
America/Mrs. World Contest, the
only nationally televised pageant
for married women in the county,
now in its 21st year.
The current Mrs. Kentucky
America is -Robin Mosser of
Louisville.
All judging is on the basis of
poise, personal interview and
beauty of face and figure. There
is no talent competition.
Applicants who qualify must

be at least 18 years of age, presently married, U.S. citizens and
residents of the state.
The winner of the Mrs. Kentucky American 1997 pageant
will receive an expense-paid trip
to Las Vegas, Nev., to compete
in the nationally televised Mrs.
America pageant.

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library is scheduled to make runs on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday,
March 11, 12 and 13, for the
coming week.
''
Ginny ,Morgan, bookmobile librarian, has released her schedule
as follows:

The Migrant Education Program of Calloway County is forming a
Migrant Parent Advisory Council. All families that have qualified
for this program are encouraged to attend a meeting on Tuesday,
March 11, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Board office. Door
prizes and other gifts will be featured. For information call
753=3033, Ext. 123.

To apply for the state pageant,
send a recent photo, along your
name, address and telephone
number by fax or mail to: Dept.
A - Mrs. Kentucky America, 603
Schrader Ave., Wheeling WV
2 6 00 3 - 9 6 1 9 ;
fax:
1-304-242-8341; phone:
1-304-242-4900.

Bookmobile librarian gives
her weekly stops in the area
Tuesday
First Step Learning Center, Chestnut Street Preschool, Miller, Eunice
Miller, West View.

Wednesday
Karnes, Tucker, Beach, Henry, Murray • Montessori Center. -

Thursday
Gallimore, West Hazel, Barb
Tucker, Nell Norsworthy.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

MURRAY ELEMENTARY photo

Murray Elementary School Poetry winners were, from left, front row,
Will Pitman, Elizabeth Powell, Corey Crowley, Sydney Smith, Matthew
Parker, back row, Mary Ann Carter, teacher, Mary Kathryn Hafner, Erin
Adams, Callie Dowdy, Abby Dowdy, Matthew Morris, Jessica Whybark,
DeAndra Heskett, Callie Dowdy and Camee Taylor.

Poetry contest held
Tiger Cub News at Murray
Elementary School recently sponsored a poetry contest.- It was

Randy Thornton Co., Inc,
COOLING • HEATING • SHEET METAL
"Murray's Original Trane Dealer"

Residential • Commercial
Industrial • Spec & Design

TRANE

• BIDS WELCOME
•FREE ESTIMATES

it Hun' To Stop A Rune:
Member WA Quality
Contractor Network

•
•
•
•
•
•

"Doors Open Every Day
For The Past 60 Years"

•

Air Cleaners & Humidifiers
Heat Pump Contractor
Geothermal Systems
Gas & Electric Systems
Custom Sheet Metal
All Brands Repaired

Phone:(502) 753-8181
Fax:(502) 753-2130
802 Chestnut St., Murray
Financing Available • Visa, MC Welcome
Ky. License eM00158

NO 0., .
0
.
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Welcome To The...

JCPenney Styling Salon

open to everyone in the school
including teachers. Eiahty-three
entries were made.
The result was announced on
Tiger Cub News as follows:
PI — Abby Dowdy, first; Jessica Whybark, second; Sydney
Smith, third;
P2 — Corey Crowley, first;
Matthew Parker, second; Camee
Tylor and Callie Dowdy, tied for
third;
P3 — Erin Adams, first; Elizabeth Powell, second; Will Pitman, third;
P4 — DeAndra Heskett, first;
Mary Kathryn Hafner, second;
Callie Dowdy, third.
The schoolwide winner was
Matthew Morris, a P3 student in
Lashlee Foster's class. His poem
is as follows:
Tornadoes
Tornadoes are fat
Tornadoes are wide
Sometime tornadoes swish
from side to side
Whirling, twirling in the sky
When you see one coming,
You'd better run and hide.
The winning poem from a
teacher was from Mary Ann
Carter.
Teachers recognized for having
a large percentage of their classes
entering the contest were Michelle Wheeler, Holly Bloodworth, Marilyn Dill, Mary Ann
Carter and Marcie Back.
Eleanor Mills, principal of
Murray Elementary, played a big
part in promoting the contest on
Tiger Cub News and she presented the awards on the morning
news show and read each child's
poem that teceived an award.

Parent-In-Service
program at East

Meet Our Staff..
(Front row, L to R) Kristy Robinson, Angela Paschall, Terra Wilson,(back row)Pam
Roberson, Amy Galloway,Stacie Ticknor, Diane Durr,Rose Yates.(Not pictured)Peggy
Sullivan, Peggy Mangrum, Patty Cothran, Sylvia Thomas, Julie Rowe.

/
1
‘
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East Calloway Elementary held
a "Parent In-Service" on Saturday, Feb. 22, for parents of P-4s
and Fourth and Fifth Graders.
It was a collaborative effort on
the part of East Elementary's
Title I Program, directed by Sue
Davenport and Janice Rose, the
county's elementary resource
reacher.
Mrs. Rose presented "Open
Response Questions" and interacted with the parents sharing
and answering questions.
"It was informative and gave
parents a better understanding of
what is expected in their child's
assessments," a school official
said.

SUBSCRIBE 1
OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

VALUABLE COUPON

$
DIP

OFF

Treat Yourself With
$5 Off Any Service
At The JCPenney
Styling Salon

Coupon Expires March 31, 1997

•••

Sun. 1-5
Mon.-Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8-6
No Appointment
Necessary

759-9811
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Migrant meeting on Tuesday

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, March
11, at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. This will
be the birthday potluck. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational,
support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene,
753-2350.

Discipline Committee will meet
Discipline Committee of Calloway County High School Sitebased Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday, March 11, at 3
p.m. in Room 115 at the school. The :public is- invited.

Murray Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
_Tuesday, March 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson Road North. All members are urged to
attend.

Ladies bridge planned at club
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
March 12, at 9:30 a.m. Hostess will be Mary Wells, 753-7923.

St. John church event Wednesday
St. John Missionary Baptist Church will host the Pastors' Conference on Wednesday and Thursday, March 12 and 13. The public is
invited to attend, according to the Rev. Norris E. Mills, pastor.

Screening Committee will meet
Calloway County Schools Screening Committee for Selecting a
Superintendent will meet Tuesday, March 11, at 3 p.m. in the conference room of Calloway County Board of Education.

North PTO plans "Skate Night"
North Calloway Elementary School PTO will sponsor "A Family
Skate Night" at Circus Skate of Murray on Tuesday, March 11, from
6 to 8 p.m. Admission will be $5 for students and 25 cents for parents and grandparents. Proceeds will benefit the PTO's annual projects for the school.

Health Express to be at Post Office
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will be offering
blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride at its stop
this week. The cholesterol(HDL/LDL)and triglyceride screening requests a food fast (water only) for 14 hours and the charge is $15. A
stool of Occult Blood Screening Kit is also available for $4. The
express will be at Murray Post Office on Tuesday, March 11, from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, March
11, at 11:30 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus. Joe Pat James will speak about "His Visit to Hico, Texas." Also respresentatives from Graves
County Genealogical Society will give an overview of the upcoming
trip to Sant Lake City, Utah. This is open to all persons interested in
genealogy. For information call Rena Solomon, 753-8220, or Becky
Jo Jones, 753-3215.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, March 11, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. All interested persons are invited. This is a mutual self-help
group which has provided a supportive, educational and nonsectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172, Opal
Howard, 753-1998, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.
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Cardiac Support Group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, March 11, at 10 a.m.
in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Shirley Lynch R.N. at 762-1170.

HOSP,
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Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, March 11, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. "National and Ky. Support for Alzheimer's" will
be the program by Nancy Parker, Louisville Chapter Board Member
and Volunteer. For more information call Joretta Randolph at
753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.

Story Hours planned at library"
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 11 and 12, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for children, age 2 accompanied
by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both
days. For more information call 753-2288.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, March 10, at 9:30 a.m. The Rev. Bill Tate will
conduct the Bible study. This weekly event is for all interested
persons.

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

-Standard & High Risk

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Ross Insurance
Agency
agw"*" 600 Main Street Murray
wean
502-753-0489
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Parker event Saturday
Mrs. Bessie Parker will be honored at a special open house in
celebration of her 80th birthday on Saturday, March 15.
The event, hosted by her children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Goshen United Methodist Church, State Hwy. 121 and 299 at Goshen.
All relatives and friends are invited. The family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Mrs. Parker retired as a self-employed beautician after 30 years.
Her husband, Lynn Parker, died in 1977. She is the daughter of the
late Charlie Thurmond and Ludie Ray Thurmond. Two sisters, Louise
Higgins and Mary Howard, and two brothers, J.W. Thurmond and Cecil Thurmond, are deceased.
The honoree has one daughter, Mrs. Rheanetta Coleman and husband, Charles, Murray.; three ,sons, Dr. Charks Parker, and wife, Darrylin, Majifieid, Jerry Parker and wife, Glynda, Calven City, and
Johnny Parker and -wife, charlotte, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Trcva
Hurt, Murray; 10 grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren.

Workshop Friday
An AIDS workshiop will be
Friday, March 14, from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at the Clemens Student
Center, Paducah Community
College.
Ethical and legal issues, nutritional and psychosocial support
are among the topics that will bek
addressed.
Healthcare providers, ministers, AIDS patients and their
caregivers, students and interested community members are
encouraged to attend this free
program.

There will be a $15 handling
fee for CE credit. For more in for[nation or to register for continuing education credit, contact
Western Baptist Hospital Education
Department
at
1-502-575-2723.
This seminar will be jointly
sponsored by Paducah/
McCracken County Information
Network (McNET) and Kentuckiana People with AIDS Coalition
(KIPWAC) with funds from the
National Library of Medicine.

Agness Watson, president,
presided at the February meeting
of Harris Grove Homemakers
Club held at Ellis Community
Center.
The devotion was given by
Quava Honchul. She gave ideas
and tips about Valentine. She
early valentines were red with
white lacey look around them. At
first mothers received the most
valentines, next were teachers
and then sweethearts. Mrs. Honchul read a prayer.
Announcement was made of
the special meeting and style
show at Nashville, Tenn. A bus
will be available at $30 per
person.
Marie Hicks and Quava Hon-

HOSPITAL

REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
March 6, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Hansen baby boy, parents, Michelle
and BJarne, Murray.
Dismissals
Jord Osbom Hale and James Clint
Greer, Almo; John Sonny Robbins,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Gene 0. Miller, Hazel; Mrs. Virginia
Irene Baker, Sedalia; Dewin S.
Hansen, Hardin; Mrs. Clara M. Wolff,
Benton;
Mrs. Gay Nell Gore and baby boy,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Melanie H. Green
and baby boy, Cadiz;
Mrs. Mary E. Sykes, Fred R. Johnson, Mrs. Margaret Cathie, Miss Ailine
Evins,
Miss Deandria Slayton, Ms. Charlotte A. Ford, Roger Burns, VIrgle Brittain, Wells Purdom Jr.,
Anthony Lee Childress, and Miss
Amanda G. Cook, all of Murray.
•

• •

•
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A stroke can change
your life forever

Emotions Anonymous/6:30
p.m./Calloway Health Center.
Info/753-6684.
Calloway County Republican Party/7
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Independent Christian Singles
Group/7 p.m./Nazarene Church, Mayfield. Info/762-0231 or 759-5698.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals/7
p.m./Pagliai's.
Community Singing School/Benton
Church of Christ/7 p.m.
Suburban Homemakers Club/7 p.m.
First Regional High School Girls Basketball Tournament/Marshall and
Ballard/6 p.m. and Murray and Fulton
City/7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Dorothy
Moore Circle/7:15 p.m.
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
at 6:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Overeaters Anonymous/7.30
p.m./MCC Hospital. Info/753-7490

chul were appointed as a committee to find a restaurant where the
club could meeting in a private
room.
The thought for the month was
"Man travels the world over in
search of what he needs, and returns home to find it."
The club will meet Wednesday,
March 12, at 10 a.m. at Dutch
Essenhaus. The lesson will be on
"Care of Wood Furniture" by
Anna Lou Jones.

AA closed special interest meeting/8
p.m/American Legion Building
Info/759-9882
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info/1-502-444-2685,
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m /basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
Tuesday, March 11
Screeing Committee for Calloway
Schools Superintendent/3
p.m./Calloway Board office.
Migrant Education Program of Calloway County forming Advisory of
Council/7 p.m./Calloway Board Office.
Info/753-3033, Ext. 123.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
Office/9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Discipline Committee of Calloway
County High School SBDM Council/3
p.m./Room 115.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/11:30 a.m./Dutch Essenhaus
Restaurant.
Singles (SOS) meeting and birthday
night potluck/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St.
Leo's Catholic Church. Info/Marlene,
753-2350.

Tuesday, March 11

Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p.m
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4:30 p.m./private dining
room on first floor next to cafeteria,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.

AA closed discussion meeting/8
p m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136.
Grace Baptist Church Senior Citizens
to Union City, TennJ9.30 a.m./church.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9 am
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission 11/7 p.m iv/Carolyn Carroll.
First Christian Church CWF Group
1/10 a.m. w/Phyllis Huggins; CWF
Group 111/7:30 p.m. w/Helen Campbell.
First United Methodist Church Quitters in social hall, Tucker/Frost Circle
w/Lois Sparks, Waters/Doran/Hays
Circle in social hall/all at 9:30, a.m.;
Education Committee/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Louella Beddoe
Group/7 p.m./Welcome Center.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-730 p.m.

Cardiac Support Group/ID
a.m./private dining room of MCCH.
Info/762-1170.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/9:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus.
BIngo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter graduation
meeting/6 p.m./Hardin Library.
Info/753-8966.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m ./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA

Senior adult celebration will
be Thursday at local church

759-9622

N 12th St •
resolutionsolution4- 209
1510 Chestnut St •753-4295

An area Senior Adult CelebraLimb & Loot; Developing our Intion will be Thursday, March 13, ner Life, led by Dr. Terry Ellis;
at First Baptist Chyrch, Murray. Living Longer & Loving It; Making Positive Adjustmentt to
Dr. Eldred Taylor will be the
featured speaker at the 10 a.m. Change; I Don't Need Your
Rocking Chair (Missions);
Worship Celebration. Special
Beginning/Revitalizing a Senior
music will be by host church's
Adult Program; Associational Sesenior quartet composed of Ronior Adult Ministry.
nald and Ann Churchill, Dr. Ray
Moore and Annie Nance.
The event will close with a
Registration/Fellowship will
Celebration service including a
begin at 9:15 a.m. followed by a
Musical Celebration, "Common
Pre-Session Sing-A-Long.
Call."
Special interest conferences
will be at 11:15 a.m. and 1:15
Lunch will be served at noon.
p.m. These will include Laugh The Baptist Book Store will be
In!; Trip Planning - One Day and present with materials. Tickets
Overnight; You Can't Take It are $6 at the door. All interested
With You!; Once a Parent, Al- senior citizens in the area are inways a Parent; Protect Your Life, vited to attend.

/
3/

BONUS BALL #1

completed U.S. Navy basic training at Recruit Training Command, Great Lakes, Ill.
During the eight-week program, Peyton completed a variety
of training which included classroom study and practical instruction on naval customs, first aid,
fire fighting, water safety and

Carryover

Logan Grant
Shelby born
Mr. and Mrs. Larry D. Shelby
of 14605 St. Rt. 303, Fulton, are
the parents of a son, Logan Grant
Shelby, born on Thursday, Feb.
27, 1997, at 4:03 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
11 ounces and measured 19% inches. The mother is the former
Pam Baker. A brother is Dustin.
Grandparents are Betty Baker
and the late Boyce Baker of Adrora and Larry and Patsy Shelby
of Sedalia.

S.$300+

Builds Weekly!
Cards **$5,
$10, & $15

K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY --

Plays 12
Games

SAVE AT LEAST 20% THROUGH MARCH 291

crazy!for comfort

survival, and shipboard and aircraft safety. An emphasis is also
placed on physical fitness.

A

Peyton, son of Charles E. Peyton of Mayfield, is a 1986 graduate of Ballard Memorial High
School at Barlow. He received
his Bachelor of Science degree in
1992 from Murray State
University.

sale
* SOLID COLOR CHINTZ & CANVAS
PADS & PILLOWS
* SELECTED TABLE & FLOOR LAMPS
* ALL FRAMED GRAPHICS

versity. She will be enrolled in
the VU College of Arts and
Sciences.
Leary, a senior at Murray High
School, is also a member of the
National Honor Society. She has
served as vice president of Spanish Club, secretary of both Senior
and Junior classes, chaplain of
Tr -Alpha, and huddle leader of
FCA.
The Murray senior received the
Lulu Young Award and the
Nathan B. Stubblefield Award.
She participated in varsity soccer,
basketball, and tennis and received Second Team, all-region
in Soccer. She is a member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

* ALL RAG RUGS
* NATURAL WICKER COLLECTION

* PLUS...SINGLE PAPASAN
WITH PAD $99

Piet1 imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA...CHESTNUT ST.

FOR BOTH MEN O WOMEN

OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6

Spring & Summer Shoes
Have Arrived

University Square

767-0780

Murray. Ky.

The consultation is FREE, the benefits are
priceless. Just ask Lissa Godar of Murray, Ky.
0
rn

Arteffects
Twenty/20
Ocean Drive

Connie
Naturalizer
City Sidewalk

1595
P. Men's Leather
Woo Golf Shoes $34‘95

20% Off Selected Group Nurse's Uniforms

Factory Discount Shoes
and
Nurse's Uniforms
Downtown on Court Sq. 753-441.
OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN.

it

Featumg ntghtly specials at $1 per card or $2 for three Special carry over 7 + + •
Refreshments, candy and FREE popcorn served
**Only Sold with purchase of $10 or $/5 card Multiple winners split payout
HAZWAV MOW aXelM5WWYASKS976Y4WW7 4616091709189VOSCer4W4901460X2W/X9XWASSWASGSSSYWANY 4(.40,497/4"
,/47,41g

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
Jennifer I. Leary

0

Every Tuesday Evening 7pm

Leary gets award
VALPARAISO, Ind'. — Jennifer I. Leary, daughter of Mary
and Tom Leary of Murray, has
been awarded a Presidential
Scholarship to Valparaiso Uni-

$500"
$300°°4-1

BONUS BALL #2

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
CHAD E. PEYTON recently

Harris Grove Club has
meeting at Ellis Center

Tuesday, March 11

Monday, March 10

Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 2 at Pottertown station/7 p.m.
East Elementary School SBDM Council Discipline Committee after faculty
meeting and Budget Committee/4:30
p.m.
Southwest Elementary School SBDM
Council/6 p.m.
North Elementary School SBDM
Council/4 p.m.

Pictured planning the annual style shows of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club on March 18 are, from left, Laura Miller, member,
Sally DuFord, and Joanne Cavitt, co-chairman of Food. "Spring '97" will
be the theme featuring both men's and women's fashions from local
stores. Luncheon tickets are $8 and evening dessert tickets are $5 and
may be purchased from any Music Department member or from Annie
Nance at 767-2218 or Neva Grey Allbritten at 753-3516.
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WOW
She's lost over 60 pounds & 50 inches!!!
And, still losing!!!
-NO DIET PILLS
-NO PRE-PACKAGED FOODS

-PROFESSIONALLY SUPERVISED
-3 LBS./WEEK, GUARANTEED

-7"!
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Racers vs. Duke
Murray St. draws No. 7 Blue Devils in Charlotte

BERNARD KANE/Ledger a Times photo
Racer head coach Matt Gottfried and his wife, Elizabeth, jot down
NCAA Tournament pairings at Sundries pairings party in the Curris
Center.

First round

Second round

March 13-14

March 15-16

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Racer head coach Mark Gottfried, a Murray State pairings
party rookie, had an statement
ready when his team's NCAA
Tournament draw was announced
Sunday evening.
"Well, it looks like Mike
Krzyzewski got a bad draw," the
Racer coach told the crowd of approximately 600 gathered in the
Curris Center ballroom Sunday
evening.
Whether or not it's a bad draw
for Krzyzewski and his No.

NCAA Tourname
1997Semifinals
nt
Semifinals
Regionals

Regionals

7-ranked Duke team will be decided in Charlotte, N.C. this Friday when the Racers take on the
Blue Devils in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament.
Murray State (20-9) earned the
No. 15 seed in the Southeast Regional while Duke (23-8) enters
the field of 64 as a No. 2 seed.
"I have the utmost respect for
Mike Krzyzewski and the success
he has had," Gottfried said Sunday. "I am looking forward to
playing Duke, and I know that
our players are thrilled about the
opportunity of playing a team

Second round

First round

March 15-16

March 13-14

(1) Kentucky 29-4

North Carohna 24-6 (1)

(16) Montana 21-10

Fairfield 11-18

(16)

(8) Iowa 21-9

Indiana 22-10

(6)

(9) Virginia 18-12

Co4orado 21-9

(9)

Winston-Salem, N.C.
March 13& 15

(5) Boston Col 21-8
_
(12) Valparaiso 24-6
(4) St Joseph's 24-6

../NolAt41`
National
Championship

(13) Pacific 23T5
(6) Stanford 20-7

Syracuse, N.Y.
March 21 & 23

California 21-8

(5)

1. Princeton 24-3

(12)

Villanova 23-9

(4)

L I Univ. 21-8

(13)

Louisville 23-8

Indianapolis
March 31

(1 1) Oklahoma 19-10'

' Mass 19-13

(3) Wake Forest 23-6
New Mexico 24-7
(14) St Marys. Calif 23-7
(7) N C Charlotte 21;8

Old Dominion 22-10 (14)

Tucson, Arlz.
March 14 & 16

Pittsburgh
March 14 & 16

(10) Georgetown 20-9

Wisconsin 18-9
Texas 16-11

(2) Utah 26-3
(15) Navy 20:8

(I) Minnesota 23-7

MIDWEST

Indianapolis
March 29

,

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

(7)
(10)

South Carolina 24-7 (2)
Indianapolis
March 29

I Coppin State 21-8 (15)

SOUTHEAST

(16; SW Texas St 16-12
(8) Mississippi 20-8
(g) Temple 19-10
(5) Tulsa 23-9

Kansas City, MO.
March 14 & 16

Memphis, Tenn.
March 13& 15

(12) Boston Um, 25-4

Purdue 17-11

(8)

Rhode Island 20-9

(8)

Maryland 21-10

(5)

,Col of Charleston 28-2(12)

(4) Clemson 21-9

Arizona 19-9

(13) Miami. Ohio 21-8
San Antonio I
March 20 & 22
--

(6) Iowa State 20-8

S Alabama 23-6
Birmingham, Ala.
March 21 & 23

Illinois 21-9
So. Calif 17-10

(11) Illinois Slate 24-5:
(3) Cincinnati 25-7

Georgia 23-8

(14) Butler 23-9
(7) Xavier. Ohio 22-5

tional Arne!! Hamilton, the Racwith Duke's tradition."
MSU last went to the tournaers' junior forward.
ment in 1995, losing to North
Racer freshman Aaron Page,
Carolina 80-70 in the first round
like most of his teammates, was
attending his first-ever pairings
in Tallahassee, Fla. They are
making their eighth trip to the
party, and admitted it was different as a participant.
tourney and their fifth in the last
"It's a lot different," said the
eight years.
guard from Austin, Texas. "A
Tension was high Sunday afyear ago I was sitting back at
ternoon in the ballroom as the
home and didn't think it was such
Racers watched for their oppoa big deal. But when I saw Murnent and destination on the bigray State up there I wanted to
screen.
start clapping. I'm just real ex"When the TV come on my
heart started pounding like before
a big game," said usually unemo- • Set;,Page 7

(4)
(13)
(6)
(11)
(3)

Tenn-Chatt 22-10 (1,1)
Auburn Hills, Mich.
March 13& 15

Charlotte, P4 C.
March 14 & 16

(10) Vanderbilt 19-11

Marquette 22-8

(7)

Providence 21-11 (10)

(2) UCLA 21-7

Duke 23-8

(15/ Chadeston So 1?-12

(2)

Murray State 20-9 (15)

UK nets No. 1 seed; Louisville in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky will head west to begin
its defense of its NCAA basketball championship, while Louisville will face one of last year's
Final Four teams.
The Wildcats (30-4), are the
No. 1 seed in the West Region,
and !ravel to Salt Lake City to
play Big Sky Conference tournament champion Montana (21-10)
on Thursday.
Louisville (23-8) is the No. 6
seed in the East Region, and will
play 11th-seeded Massachusetts
in Pittsburgh on Friday. The Mi-

nutemen (19-13) made it to the
Final Four last year, losing to
Kentucky 81-74 in the semifinal
game.
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
said the Wildcats will face adversity because of their draw.
Should Kentucky advance to the
West final in San Jose, Ca., it
could face No. 3 Utah or No. 8
_Wake Forest, teams it had to beat
in last year's NCAA tournament
to advance to the Final Four.
"We have to travel a long distance, and if we advance, we will
have to face teams that are famil-

iar with our style of play," Pitino
said. "But I am confident in our
players and I look forward to the
challenge.
It is Montana's fourth trip to
the NCAA tournament. The Grizzlies also went in 1975, 1991 and
1992. Montana earned its berth
by coming from behind Saturday
to beat Cal State Northridge
82-79 in the Big Sky tournament
final.
It is Louisville's fifth consecutive year to go to the NCAA, and
their 27th appearance overall.
The Cardinals began the season

'Breds split doubleheader
at home versus UT-Martin
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Playing just their second and
third home games of the season,
Murray State split a doubleheader
against OVC rival UT-Martin Saturday at Reagan Field.

At the plate, Jeff Norvell drove
home two runs to pace the 'Breds
offensive attack, which included
nine hits. Third baseman Brad
Burns was 2-for-3 in the game.

Behind the strong pitching of
starter Kurt Umbarger, the 'Breds
took the first game 7-0, but committed five errors in the second to
fall 10-1.

Murray State (7-5) broke open
the game in the second and third
innings by plating three runs in
each frame. MSU added an insurance run in the fifth to make it
7-0.

Umbarger, a junior from Chanute, Kans., went the distance on
the mound to get the shutout. In
seven innings, Umbarger limited
thc Skyhawks to just six hits with
six strikeouts.

In the second gatne, UT-Martin
(2-6) scored one run in the first
and four in the second off of
'Breds starter Randy Jackson to
take a 5-0 lead. Martin's lead
grew to 10-0 before the 'Breds fi-

UT-Martin only outhit MSU
9-8 in the game, but MSU committed a season-high five errors.
Burns again was the hitting
leader for the 'Breds, going
3-for-4 with the lone RBI.
Today, the 'Breds host the
University of Kentucky at noon.

'Breds third baseman Brad
Bums, right, gets some help at
first base from assistant coach
Chris Moddelmog.

15-1 but lost six of their last 11
games.
"I am not concerned about
who we are playing and what
they do as much as I'm concerned about our team," Louisville coach Denny Crum said. "If
we had finished a little stronger,
we could have gotten a 3 or a 4
seed. We were in a position to do
that, but we lost to Marquette and
to St. Louis late in the year."
Louisville won two games in
last year's tournament, beating
Tulsa and Villanova to advance
to the third round.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State's Marra Hastings took aim and won a national title.
The freshman from Kingston,
Wash., captured the NCAA's
individual air rifle championship on Friday at the national
championships at MSU's Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
With the accomplishmen,
Hastings put her name alongside MSU's all-time top shooters — Pat (Spurgin) Pitney
(1984 Olympic champion), RoMarra Hastings
ger Withrow, Ernie Vande
1997 National Champion'
Zande, Deena Wigger and
Robert Beard.
To win the national title
to also finish fourth with a
Hastings scored 393 out of a
score of 4626. Taking first
possible 400 points. She was
place honors in both air rifle
also named to the all-America
and smallbore was West Virgifirst-team in air rifle and second
nia, followed by Kentucky in
team in smallbore.
second and Alaska-Fairbanks in
The Murray State rifle team
third.
finished fourth in overall competition at the NCAA men's
Purcell falls to Connors
and women's rifle championin Nuveen Masters final
ships held at the Pat Spurgin
rifle range this weekend.
NAPLES, Fla. — Murray's
In addition to the prestige of Mel Purcell fell to Jimmy Confinishing fourth in the nation, nors 6-2, 6-2 in Sunday's finals
MSU head coach Elvis Green of the Nuveen Masters men's
was named the Collegiate over-35 tennis tournament.
Coach's Association Coach of
Purcell, the men's tennis
the Year.
coach at Murray State, went up
"I wouldn't have received
2-0 in the first set before Conthis award if it hadn't been for
nors battled back to take the
the support of my team and the $100,000 top prize.
administration and all those that
Connors, the No. 1 seed enwent in to help make this
tering the tournament, finished
championship a success," Green
the week with a 5-0 record.
said. "I am very honored and
Purcell won three of four
proud of my kids for the hard
matches at the tournament last
work and dedication they gave
week to advance to the final
for the NCAA Championships." round.
MSU's gold team, consisting
After falling to Andres
of Hastings, Joel Antonioli, Gomez in his first match at the
Jake Fisher and Amanda Stone, round-robin event, Purcell
shot a total score of 1533 to finknocked off John McEnroe, Joish fourth in the nation in air
han Kriek and John Lloyd. Purrifle. In smallbore competition, cell injured his wrist late in his
Ken Hicks teamed up with 6-2, 6-4 semifinal win over
Hastings, Antonioli and Fisher Lloyd.

SCHEDULE
TODAY

BASKETBALL
II Girls Regional Semifinals
Racer Arena
Marshall vs. Ballard — 6
Murray vs. Fulton City — 7:30
BASEBALL
• MSU vs. Kentucky
Reagan Field — noon
I
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BASKETBALL
III Girls' Regional Finals
Racer Arena
Tonight's winners — 7

Bt
Look t

BASKETBALL
• NCAA Tournament
Racers vs. Duke
Charlotte — IBA
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Kentucky slams Georgia to win SEC tourney
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By HARRY KING
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
called the Southeastern Conference tournament a dress rehearsal
for the NCAA.
In that case, the Wildcats'
show might play in Indianapolis
— site of the Final Four.
"In both phases of the game, I
don't know that we can play any
better," Pitino said after the
Wildcats beat Georgia 95-68 on
•
Sunday.
"They may be the best team in
the country right now. They're
playing better than anybody
else," Georgia coach Tubby
Smith said. "I believe they can

repeat."
Kentucky beat Auburn 92-50
and Western Division champion
Mississippi 88-70 to reach the
tournament final.
Kentucky's taunt and depth,
combined with Morgia's weariness, were decisive. The lead was
in double digits after 10 minutes
and was never less than 20 in the
final 15:57.
But Georgia can take heart
from the recent history of the
SEC tournament.
In each of the past three years,
the SEC tournament runnerup has
gone further in the NCAAs than
the SEC tournament champion.
Last year, Mississippi State
beat Kentucky in the SEC champ-

•'Cats bolt past Bulldogs 95-68
in dress rehearsal for NCAA slate
ionship game, and Kentucky won
the NCAA title. In 1995, Kentucky beat Arkansas in the SEC
championship game — and Arkansas reached the NCAA championship game, while Kentucky
lost in the Regional finals. In
1994, Kentucky beat Florida in
the title game — Florida reached
the Final Four and Kentucky lost
in the second round.
There's even some encouragement for South Carolina, which
was No. 4 in the rankings, but

lost in the semifinals Saturday to
Georgia. In 1994, Arkansas was
ranked high but lost in the SEC
semifinals. Three weeks later, the
Razorbacks won the national
Somebody pointed out to South
Carolina coach Eddie Fogler that
Kentucky's Ron Mercer said the
loss to Mississippi State in the
conference tournament helped the
Wildcats in the NCAA. Notice,
Fogler said, that Mercer made the
remark AFTER the Wildcats won

•Racers vs. Duke...

the championship.
The tournament final had the
feel of a Kentucky home game.
There was blue everywhere.
Right behind the scorer's table, a
youngster hoisted a sign that said,
"My 96-year-old Grandma says,
"GO CATS."
Time after time, Kentucky's
defense overwhelmed Georgia —
all part of Pitino's plan. It is difficult to play four games in four
days, he said, but even more difficult against the Wildcats' style.
"They were spent emotionally," he said. "They were spent
physically."
"We really did a poor job of
coming back to the ball," Georgia point guard G.G. Smith said.

"Their press is tenacious."
During the first four minutes,
Georgia had five straight fruitless
possessions.
Smith, double-teamed, had to
throw over the Kentucky defenders, and Jared Prickett intercepted at midcoun and dunked
for a 6-4 lead. The next possession, Georgia got the ball across
the time line and then threw it
into the backcourt. Anthony
Epps, who led Kentucky with 22
points, came off a low screen for
a 3 and a five-point lead.
The Wildcats later forced a
shot-clock violation and Epps hit
a 3 for a 26-13 advantage. Two
more turnovers by the Bulldogs
enabled to pull ahead 35-18.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.

cited about it."
While Murray State players
know all about Duke and their
back-to-back national titles in the
1990s, it's certain the Blue Devil
players know little, if anything,
about the Racers.
But despite all of Duke's tradition, Racer players were pleased
with their first-round foe.
"I feel pretty good about it, I
know we won't be overpowered
down low," said senior Vincent
Rainey, making his second career
trip to the NCAA Tournament.
"They're a. guard-oriented team_
and so are we."
Said point guard Chad Townsend, "I feel fortunate With the
draw we got. We can pretty much
match up with them."
Duke was the top-seeded team
in the Atlantic Coast Conference
tournament before losing 66-60
to North Carolina State in a quarterfinal game Friday.'
Krzyzeski liked his team's
seeding, and especially the site of
his opening round game — a
short drive from their Durham,
N.C. campus.
"It's a great accomplishment
to get a No. 2 seed in the NCAA
tournament," ICrzyzewski said.
"We've had some teams that
have been a little more talented
who didn't have that high of a
seed.
"I think it was earned through

'See me for all your family insurance needs.•
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
fffff PAMIR

iftSVRAMCI
.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — The New
York Knicks were rebuilt last
summer with one overriding
thought in mind — to be good
enough to beat the Chicago Bulls.
They proved Sunday that they
are.
Patrick Ewing scowl 32 points
and made New York'i•only two
baskets over the final six minutes
as the Knicks passed perhaps
their biggest test of the season by
holding off Chicago 97-93 in the
Bulls' first trip this season to Madison Square Garden.
"We didn't conquer the world
tonight, but we did something we
haven't been able to do in the

753-9827
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NBA STANDINGS

BERNARD KANE/Lecigor a Times photo

Racer senior forward Vincent Rainey and his girlfriend Charlene Shobe look through a photo album during
Sunday's pairings party at the Curris Center.
the regular season — both us and
South Carolina (No. 2 in the
East) were rewarded for our regular season."
After clinching the NCAA
berth last weekend with a win
over Austin Peay in the OVC
Tournament's championship
game, Racer players and coaches

have been eyeing possible
match ups.
As the week wore on, it became clear the Racers would be a
No. 15 seed and would face one
of the nation's top 10 teams.
Racer sophomore guard Darren
Dawson said he called his father

in LaGrange and told him his
prediction of the Racers' draw.
"I said Duke and I hope not in
Charlotte," he explained Sunday.
"I like it personally. I think
Duke is the best matchup we
could have. They just play hard
and they're overachievers...like
we are."

Knicks prove selves by beating Bulls
past — beat the Bulls," Buck
Williams said. "It was good to
let them know that we are capable of beating them, even with
this game being as insignificant
as it is in the big scheme of
things."

called world champions, it's going to give you a confidence
boost," John Starks said. "We
needed that, especially before we
get to the playoffs, and hopefully
we'll get to the point where we
face them in the playoffs."

The Knicks, who were knocked
of the playoffs by Chicago in
four of the past six seasons,
brought in three new starters and
eight new players during the offseason. They lost to Chicago by
one point in the first meeting of
the season between the teams, but
this was their first chance play
the Bulls at home and measure
themselves against their nemesis.

"This was a big game, no
question," Ewing said. "We
knew we had something to prove
and we came out with a lot of intensity and enthusiasm. As far as
this game being a statement, we
already had a lot of momentum
leading up to this game and I
think they already knew we were
for real."

Jut

"Whenever you beat the so-

The Knicks played well and
led for most of the game, but al-

lowed Chicago to come back
from a 14-point deficit in the final six minutes.
Michael Jordan, who led all
scorers with 36 points, made a
bank shot with 1:05 left and a
corner jumper with 29 seconds
remaining to pull to Bulls to
95-93.
The Knicks then dribbled the
clock down and passed the ball to
Ewing, who threw up a corner
jumper over Robert Parish. The
16-footer kissed off the top left
corner of the backboard and went
in — despite the almost impossible angle for a bank shot — and
gave New York a four-point lead.
The Bulls then missed two
3-pointers before time expired.

Al Tinos C$T
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Ale** Divisive
W L Pct GB
Ni. Yoe
47 16 .746
Mane
45 17 .726 14
()rend°
32 26 .633 134
Washington
28 13 .456 II
Now
18 43 296 26
16 44 .267 294
Balton
12 50 .194 34.4
Central Division
1-CNcago
53 $ 869
Detroit
45 - 16 738 8
Atlanta
42 19 689 11
Charlotte
4032 645 134
Ckweland
33 27 550 194
Indiana
2932 475 21
lelwaukes
26 35 426 27
Toronto
21 40 .
32
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W 1.. Pct GB
Utah
45 16 738 —
Houston
42 20 677 TA
Minnesota
30 30 500 1414
19 41 317 254
Denver
18 43 .295 27
San Antonio
15 46 246 30
Vancouver
11 52 175 35
Peelle Division
- 42 18 .700 —
;:Lait
l?
porn
"
1 mi ers
41 20 .672 14
35 28 .556 11.4
Sacramento
28 34 .452 15
L.A. Owes
25 33 .131 16
Phoenix
24 37 .393 1414
Golden State
23 37 .383 19
x-cinched playoff spot
Sunday's Gene*
Adams 114, Boston 90
Charlotte 82. Mani 76
Toronto 81, Vancouver 77
Philadelphia 99, Washington 93
Houston 86, Dallas 83
Phoerix .121, Orlando 85
Ponland 103. Swathe 93
Utah 115, Minnie:no 106
New You, 97, Chicago 23
LA. Laker. 115, New Jersey 105
Golden $tate 102. Sacramento 96
liondey's Sims
Golden State at L.A. Clippers, 9 p m
Tuesday's Ganes
Chicago at Boston, 6 pm
Vancouver at Charlotte. 6.30 p.m.
Utah at Atlanta. 630 p.m.
Philadelphia at Monism. 7 p in.
Houston at San Antonio, 7 p.m
Mani at Milwaukee. 7:30 p.m.
New Vali at Dallas 730 pm
Octane) at Deere, $ pm.
Toronto at Phoenix, 8 p.m.
LA Owes at Portland, 9 pm.
Detroit at Seattle. 9 pm.
Cleveland at Sacramento. 930 p rr.
Wednesday's Gaines
Utah at New Jersey. 6.30 pm.
Chicago at Philadelphia. 6-30 p.m.
Vanccuver at Washington. 630 p.m
Atlanta at Indiana. 6.30 pm.
Orlando at Houston, 7 p.m.
Golden State at LA Laken.. 9.30 p.m

EXHIBITION BASEBALL
Al Times CST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Pct.
Be/Whore
Ni. York
Boston
Toronto
Oaklend
Cleveland
Chicago
Seattle
Detroit
Mlwaultes
Texas
Minnesota
Kansas City
Anaheim

Jarrett dominates Primestar 500
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
HAMPTON, Ga.(AP) — Dale
Jarreu has dominated Winston
Cup racing all season. Now he
has a victory to show for it.
Nothing could stop Jarrett —
not a broken ignition, not a flurry
of caution flags, not a spectacular
crash that halted the race for
nearly an hour — as he ran away
from the field Sunday at the
Primestar 500, his first triumph
of the season.
Jarrett easily could have been a
winner in the previous two races,
having Jed the most laps at both
'kichmond and Rockingham before coming up short at the finish
both times.
Jarrett's Ford Thunderbird led
253 of the 328 laps at Atlanta

Motor Speedway — and this
time, he made sure the last one
was accompanied by a checkered
flag.
"When you're running as good
as we have this year, you just
can't get down on yourself," said
Jarrett, savoring his third straight
top-five finish. "If you just keep
putting yourself in position, you
know that (a victory) is going to
happen."
Jarrett took to heart the dvice
of his father, former Win?(on Cup
racer Ned Jarrett.
"Dad just kept telling‘
ae to
keep doing the things we were
doing," the younger Jarrett recalled. "We were running great,
things just weren't going our
way. We just had to continue doing what were doing and we

Nobody can protect your
Business any better than we can!
Look to usfor the quality business insurance coverages you need,
including liability,fire,crime and specialpackage plans. Call ustoday.

Haverstock

Suiter
Insurance,Agency

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
State Aide
753-3415ix isoprene*
Cleaspeniee

would get to victory lane. He's
been my biggest supporter, and
it's great to have a dad and a
friend who knows enough about
the sport that he can help you."
Jarrett earned $137,650 and
stormed to the front of the Winston Cup standings with his ninth
career victory and first at the At-

lanta track. He averaged 132.730
mph.
Jeff Gordon, the series points
leader entering the day, blew an
engine after only 59 laps and
wound up last in the 42-car field.
Not even Gordon would have
been able to catch Jarrett on this
day.

6
7
6
6
5
5

2
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
5
5
7
9
7
8

667
600
583
545
500
466
465
444
444
417
308
222
200

4
5
4
2
2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W I
Pct.
Florida
11
1
917
New York
6
750
2
SI. Louis
4
7
636
San F ranosco
7
4
636
Chicago
4
6
600
Colorado
6
1
800
Philadelphia
6
4
800
San Diego
6
8 .500
Cincinnak
5
5
500
Houston
444
5
4
Pinsbu rgh
4
7
364
Los Angeles
3
6
333
Atlanta
7
3
3130
Montreal
8
1
(NOTE - Spilt-squad games count In the stand
ings, genes against non-major league teams do
not.)
Sunday's Games
Braves 10, Los Angeles 1
Philadelphia 4. Pittsburgh 3
Baltimore 8, Montreal 3
Boston (se) 13. Philadelphia (es) 2
Cleveland 4, Houston 1
Cincinnati 11. Detroit 1
St. Louis 10, Kansas City 6. 10 innings
Chicago White Sox 1, Boston (as) 0
New York Yankees les) 10, Minessole 5
New York Yankees (as) 6. Toronto (se) 1
Toronto (se) 5, Texas 3. it innings
New York Mats 8, Florida 7, 10 innings
Colorado 4. Chi•qp Cubs 2
Oakland 10, San Nage 9. 10 Wangs
San Frandeco 7. Seattle 0
Anaheim 7, MIN•aukes 1
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Is your transmission leaking, slipping,
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Ask about our FREE 21 Point
Transmission Check-Up.
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Racer Athletic
Association Meeting
Join us and Coach Mark Got&ied
to discuss the NCAA, Tournament!
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

,00

Dow Jams Ind. Av1...7611.511 • 2.0
Air Products..._.-- 733/2 • 1/2
36'/4 unc
A T&
Ben South -.-.....-.....443/2 unc
Briggs & Stratton.-- 46 unc
Bristol Myers SquIbb67 • I/4
CBT Corp. Ky.*21 B 22' A
Chrysler--------3174 use
Dean Foods..............327/2 unc
• 3/4
Ford Motor............- 32'4 unc
General Electric —.1051/4 1/2
General Motors.........57 + 3/2
Goodrich...-.---.---.- 41 1/2
Goodyear.....-.....--331/2 • Vs
I B M..._.._...........145'/4 + 1/2
Ingersoll Rand........ 471/2 - 1/4
- 13/4
•Hdliard Lyons Is 8 Me/Kel
UNC, puce unchanged

K U Energy............ 303/2 unc
Kroger ..-..-.-..-.—.. 533/4
2534 unc
L G & E
Lucent Tech............. 531/2 UDC
Mattel —.—..—.—..—.—... 2.53/2 - 3/s
McDonalds .............. 441/2 UDC
Merck

- 1/2
. 96/sMicrosoft
J.C. Penney.—........ 48"/2 • 1/2
Peoples First* ............ 15'4 26
Quaker Oats.......... 371/4 • I/2
801/4 • 1
Sears ..-.-..-.-.....-... 5434 - 3/2
Texaco.......-.-.....-.1033/s + $/s
Time Warner..............44 - 1/4
UST .-.-.--_.-..........313/4 • 3/2
Wal-Mart.................• 1/4
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Mrs. Dorothy Ruth Byrn, 69,
Murray, died Saturday, March 8,
1997, at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired teacher and homemaker, she received her Bachelor
of Science degree from Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn., and her
Master's degree from Murray
State University.
She taught Family History Genealogy at Murray State University. She was a member of First
United Methodist Church where
she sang in the Choir, Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, Murray Woman's Club,
Purchase Area Historical Society,
and Kentucky Historical Society.
Born June 17, 1927, she was
the'
,daughter of the late Elvis
McSwain and Rubye Hooper
McSwain.
Survivors include her husband,
Dr. James Byrn, to whom she
was married on Aug. 27, 1950;
one daughter, Mrs. Emily Scarborough, Idaho Falls, Idaho; one
son, Philip Byrn, Nashville,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Margaret
Wise and husband, Merril, Jackson, Tenn.; one brother, Dr. Harold McSwain and wife, Joyce,
Columbus, Ohio; two grandchildren, Nick Scarborough and Re-

$5.00 Contribution per Luminary
Luminary Order Form
Your Name

I

AMERICAN
VCANCER
?SOCIETY -

Address

A TEAM EVENT TO

FIGHT CANCER
okovioirWritail%"/

City/State/Zip
Amount Enclosed

cash/check
'

In Honor Of

'in Memory Of

Name ,

I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:
Name
,
,:- ddress
Crt ,' StateTZtp

My Luminary is:

H In Honor Of

i In Memory Of

r Jame

I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:
Name
,, .ddress
(at,

State. -__ip _

Please ii)in us

Leon P. Miller
DOROTHY RUTH BYRN
becca Scarborough.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the Choir Fund of
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.

fundraiser
meets goal

Luminary Ceremony

My Luminary is:

James (Cotton) Saylor, 80, West View Nursing Home, Murray, died
Sunday, March 9, 1997, at 4:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An Assembly line employee, he was a member of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. He was the son of the late Dan Saylor and Ola Saylor.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jean Miller, Benton; One son,
Norman Saylor, Michigan City, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Linda Davis
and Mrs. Betty Jean Hughes, Bloomington, lad.; four grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Pastor Joe Vance will officiate. Burial will follow
in Maple Spring Cemetery, Benton.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

RELAYS WKMS hopes
4

Relay For Life

at the Cindlelighting Ceremony on Friday, April 18,. /997 at 9pm
1.,)cla, I or
ir1.$11 Roy Stewart Stadium
Order Form to:
Street •
K 420:I
Vhtch for our Vidll of ,"lemori and Honor

91.3 FM WKMS is in the midst of
its spring fundraiser. The goal is
$50,000, which the station hopes to
reach early next week. So far over
700 listeners have pledged support
for this noncommercial educational
radio service that reaches listeners
in five states.
WKMS depends on listener contributions and underwriting investments from area business and industry for about a third of its operating
budget. As federal funding decreases, local financial support is
increasingly important. Listener
contributions help WKMS pay for
nationally syndicated programs,
technical improvements, promotion
and outreach.
Many WKMS listeners help during each fundraiser. These volunteers have been answering pledge
phones and calling people to renew
their pledges.
Public radio programming generates a variety of loyal audiences
who,during each fundraiser support
favorite programs from National
Public Radio News to "Music From
the Front Porch" to "Saint Paul
Sunday" and "A Prairie Home Companion." A number of pledgers this
time said they gave because the
"Texaco-Metropolitan Opera" has
returned to WKMS on Saturday
afternoons.
The WKMS pledge line is 1800-599-4737. Mail tax-deductible
contributions to WKMS,2018 University Station, Murray, KY
42071-3301. Checks should be
made payable to WKMS/MSU
Foundation.
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Leon P. Miller, 89, retired educator, Almo, died Saturday, March 8,
1997, at 1:33 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Milo Benjamin Graham
Milo Benjamin Graham, 62, Stewart Cemetery Road, Almo, died
Saturday, March 8, 1997, at 7:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He was employed with McKnights Sawmill, Almo, and attended
Northside Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 22, 1934, he was the son of the late Rollo Graham and
Mildred Graham. One sister, Mrs. Gwendolyn McGonigal, and onc
brother, Frank Graham, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Cindy Graham, Theodore, Ala.;
four sisters, Mrs. Arleta Melburn and Ms. Martha Graham, Selma, Calif., Mrs. Olga Gallium, Onyx, Mo., and Ms. Loretta Graham, Orlando, Fla,.; three brothers, Elsworth Graham and wife,,Pat, Pikeville,
N.C.,'Luther Graham, Bath, Mich., and Stanley Graham, Murray.,
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. at Doniphan City
Cemetery, Doniphan, Mo. The Rev. Brett Miles will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.

Harry Robert Nieheiser
Harry Robert Nieheiser, 78, Kurtz Road, Murray, died Saturday,
March 8, 1997, at 7:40 a.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.
He was the son of the late Harry R. Nieheiser and Phylis Burghardt.
Survivors include one brother, Walter Nieheiser, Paris, France, and
a speical friend, Terrance Ganz, Puryear, Tenn.
No funeral service or visitation will be scheduled. Miller Funeral
Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Robert Lee (Major Bob) Waters
Services for Robert Lee (Major Bob) Waters were Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniel
officiated. Mrs. Joan Bowker was pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers were from Fort Campbell. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery with military rites conducted.
Mr. Waters, 72, U.S. Hwy. 641 South, Murray, died Thursday,
March 6, 1997, at 9:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Mrs. Opal Lee Gibson
Mrs. Opal Lee Gibson, 81, Paris, Tenn., died Friday, March 7,
1997, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
She was a member of New Liberty Church of Christ. Born July 1,
1915, at New Concord, she was the daughter of the late Felix Sanders
and Bettie Wynn Sanders. One daughter, Mary Katherine James, two
sisters, Mrs. Mabel Wyatt and Mrs. Goldie Webb, and one brother,
Charlie Sanders, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, James Henry (Jim) Gibson, to whom
she was married on July 27, 1947; three daughters, Mrs. Barbara
Kirby and Mrs. Sandra Singley, Paris, and Mrs. Doris Forsythe, Buchanan, Tenn.; one son, James Thomas Gibson, Paris; one sister, Mrs.
Alice Elkins, Paris; one brother, Henry Sanders, Hazel; 13 grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.
The funeral was'Sididay at 2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris. Randy Stephens officiated.
Pallbearers were Chris Forsythe, Andy Forsythe, Barry Fogle,
Ricky FOgle, James (Bubba) Gibson and Danny Thompson. Burial was
in New Liberty Cemetery.

Shelby Potts
Shelby Potts, 61, Alex Forks Road, Kirksey, died Sunday, March 9,
1997, at 8:20 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was a member of Kirksey Church of Christ. He was the son of
the late Durwood and Katie Potts. One sister, Jo Potts, and one
brother, Harry Lee Potts, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Orr Potts; one daughter,
Genice Potts, Murray; two sons, Jimmy Potts and wife, Lori, Murray,
and Glen Potts and wife, Lisa, Mt. Airy, Md.; two sisters, Mrs. Phyllis
Darnell and husband, Ronnie, Kirksey, and Mrs. Billie Banks, Nashville, Tenn.; one brother, Ted Potts and wife, Norella, Murray; a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Marion Potts, Kirksey; four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of JAI.
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.
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Virtually invisible, the UltraCIC from Qualitone is an entirely new type of hearing aid.
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University of Kentucky agriculture researchers could play a big
role in medical science when—not
if — genetic engineering and DNA
research results in a new, lowsaturated fat soybean oil.
"We are working on a new soybean that will be lower in saturated
fats and polyunsaturated fats than
conventional soybean seeds," said
David Hildebrand, a UK agronomist. "Lowering these fats could play
a significant role in reducing the risk
of heart attacks for many people."
He added,"Soybeans already are
lower in saturated fat than many
other oils but not as low as desired
because Americans eat so much fat
from other sources. Soybeans play a
major role in American diets berm se soy oil is used as a component
of so many other foods."
Hildebrand uses genetic engineering and plant cloning techniques to create plants with new
genes which will provide desirable
characteristics. These genes are inserted into soybean plants to create
new plants which then must be
regenerated and then bred into
beans which must be field tested
before use by soybean producers.
Last week, news of the world's
first cloning of a mammal, a sheep
in Scotland, generated much interest and publicity in the process.
While that was the first mammal to
be cloned, plants have been cloned
to produce "identical twins" for
years. The newer wrinkle is to
actually insert new genes created
and produced in laboratories to
develop new desirable qualities.
"Adding genes is relatively new,"
Hildebrand said, "and UK has been
in the forefront of this research.
"We must look at thousands of
these plants derived from the genetic studies to see which have the
characteristics we want before we
get to the level of producing seeds,"
Hildebrand said. He and colleague
Glenn Collins, a UK authority in
DNA research, collaborate in these
studies.
"We now have to regenerate
whole plants that can be used by UK
plant breeder Todd Pfeiffer to produce plants for the field. That's
difficult but do-able. It's not a matter
of if; it's when.
Hos,
/ soon is the when?
"With sufficient resources, we
could have it ready for field testing
in one or two years," Hildebrand

said. "But because resources are
limited, we have to stagger ow
research efforts."
This is a high priority, however.
It is supported by the Kentucky
Soybean Board/Soybean Association and the United Soybean Board.
The two goals are to reduce the
saturated oil components which is
desirable for health considerations
to possibly reduce heart disease and
other health disorders; and to reduce
polyunsaturation of oils which can
cause unpleasant odors and off7
taste.
At the same time, reducing those
undesirable oils will increase
mono-unsaturated fat which is
healthy and helps provide good
flavor.
— The 1996 Dart Fire Cured Tobacco Production State Winner is Van Pittman of
W
416. the Calloway County YFA Chapter in the Purchase Region. Van produced a
I yield of 5,375 pounds per acre on the 6.8 acre entry. Narrow Leaf Medde was
the variety used. Van's cost of production was.67 per pound and he received
I4 $2.325 per pound for the crop. Van's partners in the tobacco operation are
1_ Grant Pittman, Andrew Falwell and Jacob Falwell. The U.S. Tobacco
Manufacturing Company presented the first place plaque and award of $2,000
for winning this cOntest. Pictured is Mickey Overbey, U.S Tobacco, who
presehted the award.

Man dies in tractor incident

Mactieti

The Kentucky Young Fanner Association recognized Mitchell Paschall
of the Calloway County YFA Chapter
as the State Winner in While Corn
Production for 1996. Mitchell's entry
was 6.4 acres planted to Pioneer
3203W using a population rate of
25,000. Mftchell's white corn yielded
183.6 bushel per acre, which was the
highest yield in the contest. The
selling price was $4.35 per bushel.
The Kentucky YFA is a leadership
development organization for adults
enrolled in young farmer classes.
Johnnie Stockdaie is Mitchell's
Chapter Advisor. This contest is cosponsored by Asgrow Seed COMpany and the Kentucky Corn Growers Association.

HUSTONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Lincoln County man died Sunday when his tractor rolled over
on him.
David W. League, 45, of Hustonville, was pronounced dead at

We can provide information and coverage for your
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16ft. x 52 In.
Panel for Cattle
-4 ga. with heavy halvanized
zinc coating
16 ft. x 34 in. for Hogs #091-13506. 13.99
16 ft. x 52 in. DU-A-LOT #081-13501
17.49

The fiddler crab is so called because he moves his huge front pincer
back and forth much as a fiddler moves his arm when playing a violin.

18 Month Rising Rate CD

0100-24450

110 gal. Tube-Top Stock Tank
-22-ga. galvanized
steel side wall
-20-ga. double-locked
soldered seam bottom
with drain plug.
175 gal. Tank
0100-24460 69.95

57
Fieldmaster

6.60
2nd 6 Months

061-25191

Model #500-1

J.30°0
/sr 6 Months

November into February. Once
the trees produced buds, cool
weather delayed blooming. Every
passing day makes it less likely
that a frost will damage the tender pink blossoms.
"The crop potential looks excellent," said Jim Kamas, a fruit
specialist with the Extension Service in Gillespie County, Texas.
"Up to now, things have been
so perfect for us, it's a little
scary," said Jimmy Duecker,
who has about 16,000 peach trees
in orchards near Stonewall,
Texas.

With the inception of the AMTA
USDA has announced that the
program in 1996 which authorized
15th Conservation Reserve ProgCCC to purchase wheat, corn, and
ram (CRP) Sign-up #15 opened
grain sorghum bases there will no
Monday. March 3 and extend
through Friday, March 28. Eligible
longer be these bases available on a
landowners who have owned their
farm for CRP reduction. Therefore,
farm at least 1 year can sign up at
if a farm has a tobacco allotment or
their local Farm Service Agency
quota on a farm they wish to enroll
Office.
in CRP, then a percentage of the
During the sign-up period, opertobacco will be frozen for the 10
ators of eligible cropland and those
years. It would not be eligible for
with expiring CRP contracts may
leasing or growing for the 10-year
apply to participate in the CRP.
period. This rule will have a trePayment terms and cost share assismendous impact on the CRP foir the
tance are determined by each concounty since most farms have some
tract. To be eligible cropland, there
type of tobacco allotment or quota
must have been a crop 2 out of the
on their farm.
last 5 cropping years.
40 In order for Burley quotas and
Under the CRP,farmers receive a
Fire and Air-Cured Allotments not
rental fee and cost-share assistance
to
be frozen for 10 years with the
from the Commodity Credit Corpooffer of land into CRP,the producer
ration in return for converting envirwill have the opportunity to sell the
onmentally sensitive acreage to dequota
and allotment away from the
sirable environmental practices. farm this year at a date prior to
Acreage currently under CRP conhaving his CRP contract approved!
tracts that are due to expire can be
participation.
te-offered for
Since over 250 contracts are Existing CRP contracts cannot be eligible to re-enroll during this
extended, and new contracts must sign-up, it is suggested that persons
be executed for all acreage con- not wait until the last week to visit
trolled this year.
the FSA Office.

OM-13504

Georgia peach growers
fear a late freeze
ALBANY, Ga.(AP) — Unusually warm weather that has
caused trees to bloom early has
concerned Georgia peach growers
about a repeat of last year's disastrous freezes that wiped out
more than 90 percent of the crop.
"We're on pins and needles,"
said Danny Williams, business
manager for Lane Packing Co. of
Fort Valley, one of the state's
major producers. "From March
through the middle of April we
just hang on and hope for the
best."
In the Texas Hill Country,
peach growers also are looking to
rebound from the 1996 freeze
with one of the strongest crops in
recent years.
Good fall rains were followed
by cold weather this winter that
kept the trees dormant from

the scene.
Kentucky State Police said
League was moving his tractor
out of a shed when the tractor
went over an embankment and
rolled over.

USDA announces
CRP sign-up to
begin March 3

90
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-Cast iron with 5/8 in. solid shaft

II 6
9M24645
8 ft. Feed Bunk

1201 Main Street
Murray, KY
759-1630
Open 6 days a week
Saturdays 9-12!

11 ft. Feed Bunk
*100-24848
84.96
8 ft. Hay Rack
0100-24640
77.95
11 ft. Hay Rack
#100-24635
94.95

Member FDIC
$500 minimum &pied. 1.7.5% annual
percentage yieM
offered as of 128-97.
* No Penalty for Fat Withdrawal after ti flay.

Tlw Republic group of banks - Kentucky owned & proud °fie
Demon • &erelong ;men • Elmabethaorn • frankfiel • lioonglort •Louie.* • Mayfield • Murray • Owensboro • P•ourab • Maribeolk

64
.1100-24314
95
Windvane Feeder

Briggs & Stratton Engines

-Resists dents, wont tip over
•Breeze turns hood to protect sak or
minerals

Ag-15 Thriftylifin
00156
Spot Sprayer ww

5 H.Fi.deltiZzontal

.15 gal. poly tank, 10 ft., 3/8 in.
nylon braided hose
-In-line strainer system

INSURANCE
Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Herold "Jock" Romaine
Licensed In KY I TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St Moroi

AG-25 Deluxe979111.01s7
Spot Sprayer we
-25 gal. poly tank, 15 ft., 3/8 in. rubber hos.
•Doluxe handgun for reliable, troublefree spraying
-Deluxe strainer, Off/On switch

8 H.P. Vertical
Manual Start
Model #195702

Extra High-Tensile
Fence WIre."1-13
"

54.95

.12 1.2 ga, Class III galvanized zinc
coating with a min. tensile strength of
200,000 psi

( 80-rods

15 1/2 ga. High TonslIsaaa
Barbed Wire #001-17000

zu.911

.4 pt 5 in. ASTM Oats NI zinc ming
Well always be there for you.
%Mgr Insurance Co... Home Cam Cekaribia. PAO

INDUSTRIAL ROAD • 753-1423

•••-

ro
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
P1SIY Ash

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Oncourd 2nd Nun.
NM Discount 3rd Buil
1JA40 MilRio *V14 Dorf"WOW
$2.00 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

•

010
020
025
040
050
060
070
(NO
100
110
120
110

Reader Adt
SOO pee word. $6.00 minimum
1st day.61 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day:$2.00 essa for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra tot
blind box

ads.
larrilatals50.2tepaci
A $2.00 lee we be required kl mat.
any changes to od otter deadline.

gin
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150...
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160..
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. Domestic & Childcare 180
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Business Opportunity 195
Instruction 200.
Computers 210
For Sale Or Trade 220..

n2(1

_

The Calloway Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Gasoline and
Diesel Fuel. Bids will be accepted until
11:30 a.m. Tuesday, March 18, 1997.
Specifications are on file at the Board
office at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071. Interested bidders may
obtain copies at that location. Further
information may be obtained by calling
Karen'Brandon at 753-3033. The Calloway County Board of Education reserves the right to reject any and/or all
bids.

020

112n

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womons, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
050
Lost
And Found
LOST- Female Boxer.
She's my baby- I need her
back. Reward. Please call
759-2461.
LOST family pet. Large
black & tan dog, answers to
Winston. Has collar & tags
for kaxington. Lost in Taylor
Store Road- Hazel area.
Call 435-4224 or 762-6946.
060

106 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
759-1983
9-500 Mon.-Frl.

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•tree local claim service'

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing to be held on Tuesday,
March 18, 1997 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers,City Hall,207 S.5th Street to set
8-2(Highway Business)zoning to a recently
annexed tract °fiend located at 707,709 and
711 S. 4th Street. All interested persons are
invited to attend and participate in this
meeting.
If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0374.

060

060

talp
Wanted

Saks

Murray
Shoe Repair

In Memory
Happy Birthday
Want 1 u Buy 240
Miscellaneous 365
For Sale Of L.Z.3f•C 470
. ...... Articles For Sale 260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale 370 Commercial Property for Sale 480
.................. Appliances 270
. Mobile Homes For Sale 380
Pets & Supplies 485
Home Furnishings 280
Mobile Homes For Rent 390
Livestock & Supplies 490
Antiques 285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent *xi
Yard Sale 495
Vacuum Cleaners 290 ....., Heaung And Cooling 410
Public Sale 500
Lawn & Garden 300
Business Rentals 420
Home Loans 510
Farm Equipment 310
Want To Rent 430
Real Estate 520
Heavy Equipment 320
Apartments For Rent 435
Lake Property 530
Sports Equipment 330..... .....
Rooms For Rent 440..
Lots For Sale 550
Firewood 340
Houses For Rent 450
Farms For Sale 560
Musical 360
For Rent Or Lease 460
Homes For Sale 570

0611

Legal
Nodes

Invitation to Bid
Gasoline and Diesel Fuel

CALL 753-1916

Help
Wanted
AVON sales. $8-$15/hr. No
door to door. Easy
methods! Quick Cash!'Bonuses* 1-800-827-4640
ind/sIs/rep.

By Appointment Only

BOOKKEEPER- Computer
literate. Program used:
Quickbooks by Intuit. No
calls. Apply in person. Serious inquiries only. Hoffman's Inc., 94 East.

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

COMPUTER Users
Needed. Work own hours.
20K
to $50 K/yr.
1-800-348-7186 X 486.

753-8107

206 South 6th

DENTAL Hygienist, full or
part-time. Good working
environment. Please send
resume to Family Dental
Care, 103 Kennedy Dr.,
Martin TN 38237. Phone
901-587-5344.
Part-time or fulltime stock and carryout help. Apply
In person at

<--LCARPET & FL

OR COVERIN4Z

Check our prices on prefinished
& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile.
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Sees & Installation ran hex Rd lkfraY
I
Jay Knight
*
Mith Knight
Knght's
Hwy. 641 - 1'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Has KY
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards

7534728

Owen's Market

John Peck, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Linda Macha, Planning Supervisor
Planning & Engineering

DIRECTOR of Music, parttime. Northside United
Methodist Church, Paducah. Friday evenings,
442-4959

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a tract of land
located in University Heights Subdivision
Revised, Section 2, Unit 3 on N. 16th Street
from R-2(Single Family Residental) to R-4
(Multi-Family Residental).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
March 18, 1997 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street. All .
interested persons are invited to attend and
participate in this meeting.

EARN $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Start now. No experience.
Free supplies, info. No obligation. Send LSASE to:
ACE. Dept. 1209, Box
5137, Diamond Bar, CA
91765.
EXPERIENCED waitress
and kitchen help for small
bakery & cafe. Must be
mature & reliable. Hours
7- 3
Wed -Sun.
502-362-4586.

John Peck, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

FULL time legal secretary/
assistant. Knowledge of
WordPerfect a must Salary
commensurate with experience. Send resume to:
P 0 Box 1040K, Murray,
KY 4201.?

Linda Macha, Planning Supervisor
Planning & Engineering

GARDEN and/ or carpentry
helper for home spring fixup. Phone 436-2005.

If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0374.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1400-455-4199

HEALTH care office needs
sharp individual to train as
lab assistnt Four day work
week and positive work environment. Most be eager
and quick to learn with ability to handle multiple tasks.
Attention to detail, artistic
abilities, and excellent
hand/eye coordination a
definite plus! Experience
preferred but will train right
person. For interview, send
resume to PO Box 1040M,
Murray KY or call
753-8867.
LPN for busy gastroenterology office Excellent benefits and pleasant working
atmosphere. Drop off or
mail resume to Dr. Monte
Finch, 719 Elm St.
NEEDED: Experienced
carpenters or someone
willing to learn. After 7pm
753-7814.
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
MORTGAGE REFUNDS.
OWN
HOURS.
1-800-771-5281 EXT 1209

ENROLL now- space for 1
infant/ toddler, 1 full time
preschool, 2 part-time preschool. Small group sizes,
individualized curriculum.
Call 762-0090 or irisit Play
Academy, 115 So. 13th.
HOUSE cleaning &. commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.
I WILL sit with elderly.
Home or hospital, anytime.
Call 753-4590. Experience
& references.
WILL do evening childcare.
Responsible high school
senior. Call 759-9215, ask
for Ellen.

DAY help needed. Apply at
Dutch Essenhaus, Hwy
121 N

100
Business
Opportunky
PAY Phone Route. 35
Local & established sites.
Up to $1500 wkly.
1-800-696-4980.
RELOCATING out of state!
Must-sell 5 soda machines
in Calloway Co. by 4/5.
Earn approximately
$ 1200 /week
800-767-2284.
120

/ ALPINE
• zicicrice16:6qate.
•

Clarion
oC A.Ft At 11-1,

II0

Tapes

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Production Control/Shipping &pgrylni
West TN Industry has immediate opening for
person experienced in areas of Production Control
& Shipping Supervision. The ideal candidate will
be degreecL with 3 to 5 years of experience in
above areas.
Send resume with salary history in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
An EEO/AAP Employer

ACCOUNTANT
Purchase District Health Department currently
has an opening for a full-time Accountant.
Excellent fringe benefit package. Primary
duties will include coordinating preparation of
the budget for the department. Performing
accounting work including all tax preparations
& reporting to all levels of government. Developing policies & methods of operations for
fiscal control. Evaluating acxounting controls
at several locations & assist staff with improvements.
Bachelors Degree required with major in
accounting, business administration, or public
administration. Preference will be given to
those with area of concentration in Amounting. Computer skills are essential. No experience required. Entry level salary $11.01 per
hour. Possible increase in hourly wage within
1st year of employment. Primary work station
will be in Paducah with travel required throughout the district. Applications may be obtained
at any local health center or at the Purchase
District Administrative Office, 320 N. 7th
Street, Mayfield, KY 42068.

Master Card

. Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

Computers
COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.
MOVING, must sell..3
month old, cyrex 166 processor mini tower, 133
mhz, 16 Mb RAM, 32 bit,
12X CD ROM, 3.5 Floppy,
15 SVGA monitor, 33.6
Voice-Fax modem, Epson
Stylus II Color inkjet printer,
Dual Amp speakers, Quick
Shock Mic., Logitech
mouse, 104 Key keyboard,
WINDOWS 95 B PLUS!.
Loaded with software,
$3877 -value, will sell for
$1800, 3 year warranty.
Call 767-0011 anytime.
Desk included.
1S0
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES, collectibles &
memorabilia. 1pc or all
you've got. Cal Larry at
753-3633.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Advertisers are requested to
check the first Insedlon of
thek adsfor any error. Murray
Lodfror & Omes will be respore** tor only one theorise Insertion. Any eaor
should be reported Immedialety so corrections can be
Mods.

Mon.-Ftt. 7:30 o.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

Appliances

•
Firewood

270
Mobilo
Homes For Sale

1996 BELMONT 16X80, 3
bedroom, 2 baths with island kitchen, blue upHome
graded carpet, including
Furnishings
central air and underpin7 PIECE bedroom suite, ning, for only $52,900
at
excellent condition. It has Northgate Mobile
Homes,
queen size waterbed & an 8 88 Main St. Benton,
KY. Ph.
piece bedroom suit, excel- 502-527-1362.
lent condition. Call after
5pm 759-1690.
1997 BELMONT 14X60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, front
ANTIQUE Waterfall bed- kitchen with beige
uproom suite, 3 piece. Full graded carpet
including
size bed, dresser & war- central air and underpindrobe closet. Good condi- ning. Reduced to
$18,900.
tion, $450. 492-8238, Northgate
Mobile Homes,
759-5475.
Benton, Ky.
FRENCH Provencial bedroom suite with bed, 2BR trailer for sale.
dresser, chest, nightstand, 753-9866.
& rocker. Thomasville entertainment center & 3 a-1997 BELMONT 16X70
bookshelves. 492-6152 or 2 bedroom, 2 bath, with
blue upgraded carpet. A
753-4582.
BARGAIN at $20,900.
GOLD Flexsteel sofa, 7 h., Northgate Mobile Homes,
excellent condition, $150 Benton, Ky. 502-527-1362.
OBO. 502-474-9866 after
BUYING land? Dinkins Mo6Pnt
bile Homes,Inc. has financKING size 3 piece solid ing for land, home and imwood waterbed bedroom provements. Call the houssuite. Best offer. 474-2331. ing leader, Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E.
180
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891.
Lawn &
NEW double wide, 3 bdr. 2
Garden
baths, central heat & air,
JOHN Deere 18hp lawn vinyl siding, R-30, R-11,
tractor. Hydrostatic with 42" R-22 insulation, gutters &
deck. Great shape, $2300. downspouts, concrete runners and much more. Only
Call 753-7701 after 5.
$29,995. Dinkins Mobile
MTD MOWER, 20 hp, 50" Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E.
cut, used one summer, Paris, Tn 1-800-642-4891.
$1200080. Also trailer for
hauling mower. 492-6152 LARGE selection of used
homes. The housing
or 753-4582.
leader!! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E.
200
Paris, Tn 1-800-642-4891.
Sports
Equipment
160

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
436-5650.
SOLOFLEX. Whole set,
great shape. $1000 new,
make offer. 759-1028
nights.

1 AND 2
near Unive
Some util
Reasonat
753-8756.

• Docidlinos any 2 days
in advance/

4 CRAFTSMAN 5 drawer FIREWOOD, $30 delivroll around tool boxes, $50 ered. 437-4718.
each. 759-1058.
WOOD for sale. 489-2775
MATTRESS, box springs.
In excellent condition, $50.
220
Call 753-9631.
Musical
NEW 20Ib LP Gas Grill
Tanks, $19.95. Used 2 KEYBOARDS- Yamaha
100lb LP Gas Tanks,$50. DX7 and Ensonic Se753-4389, 753-1376.
quencer, 3-tiered stand,
PROM dress, black, size Akai 4-track recorder,
12, $75; prom dress, black/ Yamaha drum madtine. All
white with sequins & beads, midi. Nights 759-1028.
size 13, $75. 474-8340.
AAABRO- Wagner upright
SEE us for your barn or roof piano, $250. 753-7901.
metal. Cut to length. Cov- SMALL piano. Take on
ers 36 inches, many colors. monthly payments. Will arEconomy Metal & Supply range to see locally. Call
Co. 489-2722.
1-800-343-6494.
STEEL bit-Wings, Best deals from factory sale.
21X30, 33X60, 48X79,
70X150. SOM9, odds &
ends. Will deliver and/or FOR sale- 200 amp service
erect. PM Engineering, Inc. pole for mobile home. Also
502-442-3834.
electrical work done. Call
WEDDING dress, size 4, 489-2604 after 5pm.
white floor length with train, VINYL Fencing- Heritage
short sleeves. Never worn, brand. 30 styles, 4 colors,
$500. 759-9248.
lifetime guarantee. Free estimates. Call Hoffrnan's Inc.
759-4512, ask for Tim.
1SS

KENMORE stack washer &
dryer. 753-5114.

RESPON
would like
in county,
space for
767-9868,

OFFICE HOURSt

210
Mans
For Sale

HUMAN RESOURCE ORAL Surgery Assistant.
MANAGER- Rapidly grow- Dental experience desirExp. PBX or Switch- ing Northwest Tennessee able. Send resume to Dr.
Automotive Parts Manufac- Michael Ridley, 300 S. 8th
board Operator with turing
Company needs Hu- St, Suite 109, Murray KY
computer knowledge. man Resource Manager 42071.
with at least 5 years human
KT position avail- resources experience in a POSITION open for Dental
manufacturing environ- Hygienist in a busy office.
able. Send resumes ment
Knowledge of Ten- Monday through Thursday
nessee
Workers' Compen- work week. Send resume
only with references.
sation System and admi- to: 1405 Dudley Drive, MurSend to:
nistration of health care ray KY 42071.
insurance a must. Suc- ROLLING Hills Nursery is
P.O. Box 213
cessful candidate should seeking a permanent full
also possess strong inter- time garden center emMum, Ky. 42071
personal communication ployee. Weekends reskills, both oral and written. quired. Experience preNo Calls
Please send resume to Hu- ferred. No phone calls.
man Resource Manager,
NOW accepting applica- PML,Inc. PO Box 69, Paris,
070
tions for part-time Pro Shop TN 38242.
- Donweila
clerks, Starters, Rangers
& Childcare
PART-TIME afternoon
(retirees welcome). Call
3:00-9:30pm. Apply at CLEANING
is my business.
Miller Golf Course,
Lambert Vending, 411 Home or office.
Call Linda,
762-2238.
N.4th, Murray.
759-9553.

Income Tax

ADJUSTMENTS

150

Help
Wanted

SMALL hi
office spa
mercial, I
Glendale
753-4389

1I3R, low
enoes & d
No pets $
753-3949

270
"MobIle
Noses For Sale

1BR, nice,
dances h
man RE.

NEW 1996 Belmont 28X68,
doublewide, 3+2, with huge
closets,large bedrooms
and spacious utility. PRICED TO SELL with $1000
down to qualified buyers for
ONLY $43,999 with Central
air. Gateway Mobile Home,
Inc. Benton, Ky.
502-527-1427.

1 OR 2br a
town Muni

2BR Apt, N
759-4406

2BR Apt, AA
759-4406.

2BR DU PLI
Ann Dr. S.
492-8225.

NEW 1996 Carriage,
28X48 with large front
kitchen This 3+2 has no
wasted space and can be
purchased with $1000
down with approved credit
for ONLY $34,999 including Central Air. Gateway
Mobile Homes, Benton,
KY. 502-527-1427.

2BR duple
w/d hooki
month 75:3

2BR Ember
gas H/A. I
now. Cc
753-9898.

2BR, nea
prances' hi
able now
753-9898.

NEW. 1996 Southridge
16X80,4bedrobm,2bath'S,
beautiful blue decor. tiEDUCED to $23,900 deliv
ered and set up on your lot.
See at Lakeland Quality
Homes,641 N, Benton, Ky.
Ph. 502-527-5253.

2BR nice
tVa, appliar
Coleman R

3BR, centri
dances plu
neighborhor
753-5214.

USED 14X70 Biftmore with
step up front kitchen, REDUCED to $9995. See at
Lakeland Quality Homes,
641 N, Benton, KY. Ph.
502-527-5253.

AVAILABI
ATELY. 1,2
ments. Mi
rnents, 902
Murray, K
Equal
Opportunity.

2F10
MobS.
Homes For Rent
2 BR, central heat.
753-5209.

BRAND nem
townhouse
plus w/d ft
per month.
deposit. N
753-2905

2BR, nice, appliances &
water furnished. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
2BR, w/d, dishwasher, gas
heat, him. $285 month +
deposit or Rent to own.
759-1472 leave message.'
SMALL trailer for rent Out
in the county. Call
474-8056 or 474-8340.

Pre.
Building
price
building

4

285
Mobilo
Ham Lots For Rent

We ma'
Call
sho

SPRING Specie* Mobile
home space for rent First
month rent tree. 767-9435.
300
Business
Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available
753-3853
3000S0 ft warehouse with
lift ceiling. 602 Maple St,
Murray. For information,
753-8964.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621.
OFFICE space in Southside Shopping Center.
$275/mo includes all utilities. 753-4509 or
753-6612.

301 (
Murray,

KTN I

!TIM]ITTTITI

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds',
ITTILL-II,

HALEY'S

Out the 8a
hear a recc
-

Wig D tick
"
Lmhd Rental and Sales
Cars, custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Davi(
Vinyl Song
• Parking L
Dayi

"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Compt

Phone: 753-6910
A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.

Comm

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

JUNK cars & trucks. Cal
753-3633 ask for Larry.
STANDING TIMBER- any
species, large or small
tracts. 502-753-2533.

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER

WANTED: Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work. 436-2867.

Be An independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times

WANT to buy:5-20 acres in
Murray area. 436-5744.

Must have own autorno068, gal driving record and have own
vehicle insurance.

15O
Arden*
For Sala
2 USED vacuum cleaners,
upright bLoom type, I Pul
along. $25 each. Call
759-9215.

Mt
Cc
What

Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times plus gas mileage.
Earn 11,000-$16,000 or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation Manager at the
Murray Ledger & Times and complete a resume. No phone calls

A

please.

•
Atia„,o,

,.
••••
+L.

r

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

3ro

4.1u
For Rest
Or Lease

SMALL house for rent as BRAND new 1br, 1 bath
office space Zoned com- apartment. $375/mo, lmo
mercial, located at 1100 deposit 1yr lease. No pets.
Glendale Rd, $350/mo. 753-2905 or 753-7536.
753-4389 or 753-5960
BRAND new 2br duplex. 2
bath, garage, all ap310
pianos*, $600 per month,
Wait
lease, deposit No pets.
To Rent
1706 Oak Hill Dr. Ready
RESPONSIBLE couple Match 15. 753-7457.
would like to rent 2br house
in county, preferably with EXTRA clean efficiency
space for horse Phone apartment, furnished or un767-9868, leave message furnished. Lease & deposit.
Located New Concord. No
pets. 436-5401.

Lots
For Sale

2BR duplex. 2 ful & 2/4
baths, ail aceliances, large
closets, no steps, coveted
carport. 20X30ft storage
building in rear. References
required. No pets. $525/rno
with $525 security deposit.
Lease is required. Call
753-3018, leave message

HMOS
For Sale

2 LOTS with older mobile LARGE 4 bedroom home
home, ioining TVA at Pri- with garage. aty utilities,
ale's Cove. Price to sell gas heat, in quiet neighborCall 1-800-642-4891
hood . Upper $30's
492-8680

III
I
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used
Cam

1990 GRAND Am SE, AM/
FM, CD and sunroof 85xxx
Mlles $4800 753-0619

Services
Meld

Services
Offered

J and J
Welding
Service

EVANS Odd Job Service
Lawn care, landscaping,
mulching, tree removal,
hauling, gutter cleaning,
etc Free estimate Call
489-2617. leave message
Expenenced

1991 MAZDA 626 LX 4dr,
67xxx mills. $5900
MOVING out of state, 753-6664 days, 753-6761
litmus
• must sell! 3 BR 1% bath after 5prn
For Sale
Welding Repairs
ranch. Bdck with carport
1991 TAURUS GL, marand Fabricating
2STORY 4br, 2 bath home and detached garage on
CREEKVIEW Sell-storage Wrap around deck with lake 1.47 acres. Many special oon, 93xxx miles, $4000
Open 8-4:30
warehouses on Center view. Over 1400 sq. ft. features, $69,000. Call 753-7628 after 6prn
Monday - Friday
Drive behind Shoney's. Under 2 year old roof 437-4309 for • showing. 1992
CADILLAC Sedan
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Hwy 641
Brand new septic system.
Devine, like new, $11,000
NEW, 2 story, 4N, 24
NORTHWOOD storage Rented for $550. $53,000, baths. Open foyer, col- 759-5026 after 3pm
Puryear, TN.
presently has units avail- 527-9639.
(901) 247-3336
umns, tile floors, etc, etc. 1992 CHEVY Corsica.
able. 753-2905 or 2YR old home,4 miles from City subdivision. Ready to White
with red interior,
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- 753-7536.
town, 3br, 2 lull baths, 2 car sell. 759-2571, 435-4013, 76xxx miles, new tires, Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
Apertments
land Westly Village, lbr
garage Large lot and lots of 435-4040.
good condition, $5500. Call stump removal, tree sprayFor Rent
apartment, utilities in1)10
extras 753-4761
ing, hedge trimming, landNEW 3br, 2 bath, vaulted after 5pm, 753-1064.
1 AND 2BR apartments cluded, rent based on inPets
scaping, mulch hauling &
come.
older,
62
&
great
or
room,
handiquiet
neighbor1995
DODGE
Neon.
new University & hospital.
2dr, mulch spreading, gutter
SAPP044
380, 2 bath, whirlpool, hood 3 mi north of Murray
white, 5sp $9,000 obo cleaning. Licensed
Some utilities furnished. cap & disabled. Equal
& inhardwood floors in dining In the $80s. 527-4747
AKC
PEKINGESE:
Housing
Opportunity.
1
male
436-6026, leave message sured, Full line of equipReasonable rent. Call
room & entry way, Berber days, 759-9381 evenings.
4
months
502-354-8888.
old,
pani
colored.
753-8756.
1995 NISSAN Altima GXE, ment, Free estimates Tim
Also, 1 female 1 year old, carpet, rear deck. Will as
436-5744,
fawn with black mask,show sist with financing. NEW brick home by buil- white, tan interior, CD & Lamb
1BR, low utilities. Refer- LARGE 2br duplex, 1A
der. Main floor: 3 bed- cassette stereo, p/w,
1-800-548-5262..
ences & deposit required. bath, w/garage. All ap- quality. 753-2007 after 492-8238, 759-5475,
rooms, 2 baths, large mas- 21xxx miles Call 759-4278
No pets. $235 per month, pliances, including w/d, 5pm.
A-1 Tree professionals.
3BR, IV, bath brick in city. ter suite w/2 wa!k-in
central gas h/a, $550/mo +
closets after 5 30pm
753-3949
Stump removal, tree spraydeposit, lease. No pets. AUSTRALIAN Shepherd Fenced yard, screened & garden tub. Large eat-in
porch, $88,500 753-8887 kitchen with oak cabinets, 1996 BLACK Camaro, ex- ing, serving Murray, Callopuppies. Puryear, Tn
1BR, nice, near MSU. Ap- 436-2113.
days, 759-9974 nights.
1-901-247-5716.
pliances furnished. Coleformal dining room, foyer tended warranty, automa- way County since 1980.
NATIONAL HOTEL
Free estimates 437-3044
man RE. 753-9898.
with hardwood floors. Up- tic 436-2428
APARTMENTS, 1 and 2br DOG obedience classes or 3BR, 2 bath brick, Doran
or 492-8737.
per
floor
500sq
ft.
Bonus
FOR sale by owner 1986
1 OR 2br apts. near down- apts, utilities included, rent private. Serving Murray 17 Rd. 767-9086.
room, '4 bath & large attic Buick Century, excellent A & A Lawn Care. Mowing,
town Murray. 753-4109
based on income, for the years. 436-2858
3BR, 2 bath in downtown storage. 25x24', 2 Car gartrimming, landscaping,junk
shape, $2000 OBO
elderly, disabled or handPUPPIES- AKC, shots & Wiswell. Al brick, 2 years age, 12'x24' deck with ac- 502-474-9866 after 6pm
2BR Apt, Northwood.$315. icapped.
hauling, tree trimming. SaEqual Housing
cess from family room &
wormed. Miniature Pins- old, $178,500. 753-1500
759-4406.
tisfaction Guaranteed.
Opportunity.
cher, black & tan $200
Mark Lamb. 436-5791.
4BR, 3 bath house with master suite. Super nice lot
2BR Apt, Northwood,$315. 502-753-0762.
49S
Pomeranian $150. Bichon fenced in back yard, on 105'x139' with all public
759-4406.
AFFORDABLE
Homes/
NEW 2br duplex, $375/mo, frise $225. Shih Tzu $225. Tabard Dr in Martin
t'A miles west of
Dream Homes built on your
Vans
MSU
on
cul-de-sac
in
2BR DUPLEX, 1300 Peggy 4br, 3 bath w/d duplex 502-382-2831.
Great
Heights. Reasonably prlot. Choose from plans we
Ann Dr. $300 + deposit. $700. 2BR furnished, $255,
iced. 492-6200 or neighborhood. Top quality 1985 DODGE Caravan. have or one of
your own.
construction
1 year lease, no pets, depo492-8225.
priced
190
at
less
753-7688.
$900 OBO 753-4598
Starting at $35 sq ft. Free
than $50 per sq ft. Ph
sit. 753-4937, nights
Livestock
28R duplex with carport, 436-2741.
1986 CHEVROLET handi- consultation & estimate. S
759-4059.
& Supplies
w/d hookup, $325 per
4BR house with 2-3 acres
cap van. 1 owner, 15xxx & K Construction,
month. 753-9636.
CHICKS, ducks, turkeys, on Brooks Chapel Rd Call NEW brick home, 3br, 3 miles, loaded $10,000 753-3078/ 753-7091.
bath with whirlpool tub. OBO. Call Palmersville
437-4327.
geese. Taking orders now
110
2BR Embassy Apt. Central
AFFORDABLE, quality,
Large kitchen, dining room, 901-822-7565.
Farmers
Farmacy,
Rooms
gas H/A. Nice. Available
construction you'll be proud
BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 full 2 car garage. Aggregate
759-2248.
Rent
For
now. Coleman RE
of Building, remodeling,
baths, carpeted,fully brown driveway. Owner will concoo
753-9898.
brick home with gas heat & sider leaseye option
roofing, vinyl' siding, por1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
to buy.
410
Used
ches, decks, masonry,
air cond, 2 car garage, By appointment only. Day
2BR, near MSU, ap_ utilities furnished. Coleman
Real
Trucks
2499sq• ft. Extremely low 492-8238 Night 759-5475.
sidewalks -if, general home
priances'furnished. Avail- RE, 753-9898.
- Estate
utilities, large deck, new
1987 FORD Ranger ex- repairs. Free estimates.
able now. Coleman RE.
rOof. 810 N. 20th St, THE paint isn't dry„ on this tended cab, V6,
759-0505.
automabs
753-9898.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob $119,000. Call 753-6424.
340
new 4br, 2.5 bath home. good condition. 436-2731. ALEX'S Drywall Finishing.
Haley, state certified.
2BR nice duplex, central
Houses
BY owner: Mini farm 4 miles Palladian windows adorn 1988 CHEVY C1500 SWB, New construction, addi759-4218. •
h/a, appliances furnished.
For Rent
from
city located on Poor the facade of this excellent, stepside, loaded, 70xxx tions, and repairs. Blown in,
Coleman RE. 753-9898.
KOPPERUD Realty has Farm Rd. Features6 acres, fully functional plan. You'll miles.
436-2794 or textured, and knock down
213R, 1 bath, w/d hookups,
buyers waiting to purchase stock barn, 3br, 2 bath love the hardwood flooring 742-3596
3BR, central gas h/a, ap- carport
ceilings. 753-4761.
(pager).
wished. New carthroughout, two spacious
homes-all price ranges. If home. 753-7629.
pliances plus w/d, excellent pet, no pets,
close to Uni- you are
great rooms, soaring ceil- 1988 DODGE 4WD pickup. ALL around hauling, junk
thinking of sellingneighborhood. 753-0859 or versity. $300
a month. contact
clean-up, cleaning out
one of our courte- CHARMING 3br, 1 bath ings and quality craftsman- 489-2477
753-5214.
759-5251.
sheds, gutters, tree work.
ous and professional brick, dose to hospital & ship throughout. Located in
AVAILABLE IMMEDI- 3BR, excellent family agents at 753-1222 or stop middle school. New carpet,- Murray Estates on quiet 1994 CHEVY 4X4 ex- Joe, 436-2867.
remodeled kitchen & ca- cul-de-sac: This home tended cab Z71 truck with
ATELY. 1,2 & 3BR apart- neighborhood, gas
heat. by office at 711 Main St.
binets. Do nothing but could be just what your 33xxx miles. Call 436-2642 ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
ments. Mur-Cal Apart- Coleman RE, 753-9898.
foundations, slabs, sidewLAND for sale: 63 acres move in! $69,500. looking for. For inquires call after 4pm.
ments, 902 Northwood Dr,
alks, driveways, buildings,
Murray, KY. 759-4984. 4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609 with modern house on Hwy 753-3445 after 6.
435-4487, 759-1828 or 1995 CHEVROLET S-10
remodeling, repairs, AGC
Equal
Housing Wiswell Rd. $600/mo. Cen- 68 near Aurora. Utilities,
753-9950.
ext cab, black, custom certified. 489-2214.
tral h/a. Available now. Col- water, electric, gas, cable EXECUTIVE home in
Opportunity.
wheels,
factory
lift,
Limited
N, sewage. Will divide. Spring Creek Oaks. 4 bedeman RE, 753-9898.
470
Edition, 30xxx miles. Call
BRAND new, 2br, 1A bath
Phone 502-354-6342, rooms (master bedroom
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
759-5661 after 5pm.
townhouse, appliances
suite
with
fireplace),
3
502-354-6249.
Factory trained by 3 major
Motorcycles
plus w/d furnished, $500 IN Hazel, 3BR, appliances,
baths, tormal living room,
1995 SILVERADO, 350 manufacturers. All
work
per month. 1yr lease, Imo w/d, central heat & air. De- PRIME development op- formal dining room, large 1988 HONDA 1500 Aspen
V-8,
black,
extended
cab,
and parts warranted. Ask
deposit. No pets. Call posit, lease & references. portunity. 118 acres in the great room with fireplace, cade, 2 helmets, 39,xxx
leather,
all
power,
air, CD for Andy at The Appliance
492-8526.
Sinking Springs area. Seri- upstairs sitting room or loaded
753-2905 or 753-7536.
and nice. 753-3672 sound, 50xxx highway Works, 753-2455.
ous inquiries only!! playroom, office or sewing
miles, $17,900 Serious
WARRIOR
753-9861
room, tiered patio, front 1994
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
calls only. 759-5384.
porch, professionally land- 4-wheeler, $2400
brands; Kenmore. 30+
753-1500
scaped yard with sprinkler
years experience. BOBBY
35
510
system. Priced consider- KAWASAKI KDX 175, new
HOPPER, 436-5848.
Lake
ably below appraised motor, new tires, excellent
Property
Campers
Building quality homes at an affordable
BACKHOE Service. ROY
value. 753-1566.
condition. Also, KX80 din
LAKEFRONT
1988
COACHMAN
home
in PaClassic HILL. Septic system, driveprice Free floor plan consulting and
bike in good condition.
ways, hauling, foundations,
norama Shores. 1100sq ft,
Also, 185S 3-wheeler in 5th wheel Microwave, W/D
building estimates
of new addition, all new JUST a few steps from good condition. All priced hook-up, queen bed, sepa- etc. 759-4664.
vinyl siding, new central Murray State, 3br, 2 bath reasonably. Call 345-2511. rate bedroom. Excellent BACKHOE SERVICE.
gas heat, garage, etc. brick in a private setting.
condition, $9500. BRENT ALLEN septic tank
Gentle sloping lot to lake. Newly remodeled, low utili753-1500.
why
installation, repair, replace490
200FT on lake front, 10.5 ties, storm windows &
ment. 759-1515.
should be built tt,ith PRESIIGEll
Used
Shown
doors.
by
appointmi from Murray. Hurry!
520
Cars
ment
only.
Call
753-5809
BACKHOE
Service- small
Won't last long. $134,900.
Boats
before 9pm.
jobs. driveways, box blade,
1982 AMC Eagle wagon,
753-2339
& Motors
rottertilling, snow removal.
4WD, 6 cyl, automatic
1984 MARK Twain runab- 753-0834 or 759-9835.
Runs & drives good, $950
out with trailer, 3.0 Mar753-8848 or 753-3513
cruiser inboard 'outboard BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
1987 CHEVROLET Cele- motor, $3800. 489-2050.
estimates. 753-1134,
brity, 4 cyl, automatic, air,
new tires. 474-8365 after 1986 MARK Twain. New 492-8584.
motor, good condition,
5Pm.
B & W Painting- interior,
$6500. 753-1500
exterior, etc. Quality work,
1987 FORD LTD Crown
Victoria 4dr, 5.0L EFI with 1995 CELEBRITY ski boat. reasonable prices.
police package. Good con- 18 ft., 350 Chevy engine. 759-1526.
dition, $950 OBO. Bought new 7/96, 11 hours. CARPORTS for cars and
All extras included. Call
759-0209.
trucks. Special sizes for
492-6179 or 753-7493 after
motor home, boats, RVs
1989 CHEVROLET Cor- 7pm.
and etc. Excellent protecsica LTZ 4dr, all electric,
am/fm cassette, white with LOWE aluminum boat, 30 tion, high quality, excellent
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
maroon interior. New hp electric start Johnson value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
brakes, tires, and struts. motor, big wheel trailer, CLEANING- yards, barns,
finExcellent condition, well trollin• motor
sheds, attics, garages
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
maintained. MUST sell due
,
SOLD
Hauling. Free estimates.
Formal Wear
to failing health. Asking
.7aft S Tv
Luke Lamb, 436-5950.
and Limousine 31...a uPa
WoxfUWWMW
message.
Alignment & Correplete Brake Service,
r.‘ey
$2800. Price neg. Call
•3i-.eft
Strati and Shocks etc.
767-0011, anytime.
PONTOON boat for sale COLSON, Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks,
301 Olive Si.
Mon.-Fri. Llama Jones, Owner
436-5744
1989
PLYMOUTH
SunOver 20 *eats In Business
remodeling, virll siding.
Murray, KY 42071 700-400
(502) 753-1351
dance, 2dr, a/c, cruise, new
SERVICES AVAILABLE
20yrs experience.
*tic.
530
power module, Pioneer
* Rentals begin at $29.99
753-5592.
speakers (150W), tilt.
Services
* Area's largest k only In Stock Formal Wear.
Offered
753-6893 leave message.
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
Carpet • Upholstery
CONSTRUCTION &
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
1989 VW Jetta, 5 speed, ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- REPAIR- Free estimates.
Court Square West
1 (800) 642-7740
304 Main Street
4dr, gray, 126xxx miles, niture repair 8 custom Remodeling,fencing,
deckParis, TN 38242
Murray, KY 42071
Dial the 800 numter Wt. When you
woodworking. 753-8056.
$2100. Call 753-5500.
ing, plumbing & electrical.
19011642-5300
753-1300
(502)
hew a recorded message enter the
Jim Csylor
489-2832.
- Access Code 85
Weddings, Proms and Banquets
Ronnie England
COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica. Wulff's Re"Cloaning"
covery, Murray. 436-5560.
Vinyl Sorsa • Homes • Mobile Homes • Bows • tioxi Driveways
For all your Real Estate needs including Auction.
• Parking Low • Al Estonia( Clsirarg • Acid can Available
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
2x2
this
David Borders
Phone
decks, fencing, pole barns,
Insured
(502)759-4734
sheds,carports. Also repair
classifieds
every
ad
in
Complet
Mobil*
Cellular 502853-1106
• rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates
day for a month - including
753-7860.

Prestige Homes

We make a difference by being different,
Call today and see your home

Umbels
awed
HANDYMAN Company
Remodel Repair- Re
place
Emergency
electrical/ plumbing We do
it will Licensed Ili insured
474-8621

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-430-574-4
1.-800-548-52152
Fres Eslasaiss

Ira Tniamme

24 Hr

['Liam* Sarnce

Service

Hale T,w,ss
Tat Spriaiwg
Tres

FI.1I Lawe of
Eipaprarti

Suerap

&

4)tx1/.4 Strs,,

Removal

I NMENIOMMIII
ATTENTION I
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber

Free Estimates

New

Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667d
1111 NMI
IP

Custom
CABINETS
O WOODWORKING

Will Budd To Your SpecillicatiimA!

-• Kitchen Cabinets & - Vanities' —
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Ceiner;
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th Si IN., to L.A.,:teI Ilamer, • Ni,.rt'ax
A DIVISION 01. SOIL III RN V. ALI Sl SI I MS, IN(

PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE
Carlie Staples
753-7083
Seeding
Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching
Edging

Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Retaining Walls

FREE HOME INSPECTIONS
Lawn Care M

coR ms

Homo &weir

Vinyl
Cell PwFispiscoment
Doss
It All" PROPERirmAkAG''-' Ei911 Windows

"Om

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Debris
Removal

Schedule your lawn care needs. NOW!
(502) 759-4599
Free Estimates

753-5628

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week.(13 week minimum)

DIAL

Custom Hand Wash

$15.00 & up
liandwaxed - Machine Polished
Interior Cleaned

3rd & Sycamore • 753-0548

(AIS

411;r

4••••—•are,

753-1916

Ed's Wheel Alignment

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor *Nor* Heat Pump Installer
—We Service All Major Brands_

MffiL.

KTN CARPET CLEANING

David's Cleaning Services

WILSON REALTY

Call Wayne Wilson 502-753-5086
or Bonnie Chambers 502-753-5744

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay.$760on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IP CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

consistency

Shopper for only $195.

Call

753-1916

For Details

Stranded By Bad Credit?
cred“

eankntpeoy,

ProbWn7
Start Driving Again With Our

What aW ay to Start the Week!!
4

— Dial Now

—
4dvertIse Here!

Lic 01.402182

(502) 435-4699

SAVE $173 with

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles,

Murray, Ky.

Business On A Budget?

INSURANCE

All Types of Refuse Service

. 11.17
ZYLI•
•
=
.4

24-Hour Auto Loan Hotline
1-800-748-8353

Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
14100-417-40011
52741071
104 W. Wk, Benton, Ky.

CUSTOM' bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-6161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Clewing vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured,, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502453-1106.
DEAD DOCTORS DON'T
LIEI Amazing colloidal minmai, changing health &
bank accounts nationwidelt
Free lapel!, Phone
600-374-6477, Pager
6615.

FE
11"71
1

ELECTRivol

NEW CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592
CALL ANYTIME

ps
CUSTOM itiTcHEN CMIINETS
Wadi* WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
40S SUNBURY MURRAY 011010,141 Bunny BMWS
7S3- BNB

4

•

It

•-•

12

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

530

MONDAY MARCH 10 1997

510

530
S4rvices
Offered

Services
Offerrid
FULL service and repair
lawn TOVIer tiller, ATV
Free pick up and delivery
435 4460
HANDYMAN for hire Basic
carpentry and home repair
Licensed contractor with
experience and references
Free estimates Call Jerry
753 2316
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates 753-7860
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269
LEE'S Carpet Cleaningfurniture, 24 hr emergency
water removal Free estimates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358
MICHAEL'S Transmissions Complete overhaul
on fate model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions.
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissions. Call 753-0152.
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Local and Out of
State Moving 767-9630 •
MOWING, trimming, etc
Rudolph's lawn care Affordable, dependable service 502-753-9095 Free
Estimates
MULCH delivered, Murray
436-5560

SWAPS

Offered

WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing. trimming, fertiliz- I Classifieds II
ing, liming, aerating,
Office Open
mulching, landscaping
Tnm shrubs, hauling, tree
7:30 a.m. • 5 p.m.
removal. Have references
Monday-FrIday
For Free Estimate call
Closed
Saturday
753-9048, leave message
ROOFING (Speoafs) Order now for srxing and
save! Insured to $300.000,
licensed. Fred Osborne.
1-888-754-4840 or
474-8621
ROY Steele Trucking
White rock, gravel, sand
753-6879
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, ServeII Gutter Co
753-6433
SIDING (Specials) Order
now for spring and save
Insured to $300,000,
licensed Fred Osborne.
1-888-754-4840 or
474-8621
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED $35.00. Cable
Jacks installed Home and
business security systems
sold and installed Room to
room intercoms. DSS satellites installed Antenna systems repaired, installed,
Complete home wiring for
home theater, stereo, intercomisystems. Home and
business telephone systems, computer modem

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Duality Work.
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing. additions, vinyl siding,
decks. remodeling Call
753-2592.
WILL mow yards any size
Call now to schedule.
489-2854
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCRs, microwaves, MonFri.9- 12. 1-5 Free estimates Visa/MC accepted
753-0530
570
Wanted
INTERNATIONAL studen
looking for home to stay
with family Will pay room &
board 762-4903

t% Help
Purchase
Two
CairnsIRIS TM
Helmets

NEED a- carpenter? All jacks, and internet access
types of carpenter work. wiring. Computer server
Decks, porches, handrails, systems also installed
garages, trim work & other Prompt, reliable service.
odd yobs. Mark Prescott, MURRAY TELEPHONE
AND ELECTRONICS
753-2627.
753-7567.
OVERBY'S lawn service A.
odd jobs. Free estimates THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
call 753-6709.
of colors. Licensed, inPLUMBING repairs, fast sured. Estimate available.
service 436-5255
759-4690.

Mail Your
Donations To:
"Eyes In The
Dark"
P.O. Box 162
Murray, Ky.
Sponsored By
Murray
Woman's Club

Bigar new astrology column starts March 24
Jacqueline Bigar's column on
astrology will begin with the March
24th horoscope in the Ledger &
Times. The column will run daily.
In a world full of uncertainty,
people like to feel that there are at
least some things in their lives that
they can control. Jacqueline Bigar
understands that through her popular astrology column she can help
give people a feeling of confidence
in themselves and in their future.
Jacqueline has had a long and
distinguished career. Born in
Washington, D.C. and raised in
New York City,she is a graduate of
Scripps College in Claremont, CA,
where she majored in comparative
literature. She pursued postgraduate
studies in child development at
Pacific Oaks and modern psychology at Temple University. She
attended the Institute of Modern
Psychoanalysis and has a master's in
clinical psychology.
She has always been fascinated
by astrology. She says "I've been
around astrology since I was six
years old. My mother's best friend
was a astrologer, and they would
often buy me books on the subject."

quite a break for me."
In 1989, she moved from the
Daily News to the Philadelphia
Enquirer. In 1991, she became a
syndicated columnist, appearing in
37 newspapers around the country.
Since then, she has replaced incumbent astrologers in 125 newspapers.
53% of the readers of the Los
Angeles Daily News chose Jacqueline over the incumbent., Joyce
Jillson. She was the readers'favorite
by a margin of two to one against
The Kansas City Star's incumbent
Jeane Dixon.

She continued her involvement
with astrology in 1975 by studying
with Jeanette Oswald, a PhiladelA representative from the Mayphia astrologer.
Her big break didn't come until field Social Security office will be
1977, when her then-husband Tom in Murray at the Calloway County
Livingston was managing editor of Public Library on Thursday, March
the Philadelphia Daily News. Gil 13, 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Spencer, then editor of the paper,
liked her work and decided to hire Security:
•Before getting his or her first
her. She says of the experience "I
never expected it to happen. It was job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.

Weather sirens to
be tested this week

Murray State will be notified by
radio through the Kentucky state
police when to test the sirens located
at three sites on campus -- Lovett
Auditorium, Springer Hall and
Woods Hall.
"This is a good time for everyone
to-review procedures in case of a
storm, "not only in our academic
setting, but at home as well," Green
said. "Pie-ace remember,this is only
a test."

friend and foe. Ketinly interested in politics. these Pisces will he progressive
thinkers. Self-employment holds strong appeal for these independent types.
They have a knack for spotting hidden business opportunities and cashing in
on them. Although these Pisces' impeccable taste is reflected in their home
and attire, they are more interested in personal freedom than-possessions.
They will he much admired by the opposite sex.

_

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Nevy financial security contributes
to your family's happiness. Summer

could bring -a move to another residence. Next fall, look for an opportunity to break into a new field. A
partner will come into money in
.October. Think about buying or
expanding a husiaess. Increased.
social clout early in 1998 will boost
your popularity with the opposite
sex. A shrewd investment could
leave you set for _life! Resit bragging about your good fortune.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: TV newsman Sam
Donaldson. jazz singer Bobby
McFerrin. actress Susan Richardson,
civil rights leader the Rev. Ralph
Abernathy.
ARIES I March 21 -April 191:
This is no time to procrastinate or
scatter your energies. Brisk activity
is favored. Seize a golden opportunity before it slips away. Things are
not what they seem in romance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Take good care of your Yaluables:
otherwise. you could soon be
mourning the loss of items you cherish. Avoid discussing your security
precaution, with casual acquaintances
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201:
Refuse iii let a minor domestic problem disrupt your day. Stay attuned to
what is happening but go ahead with
_your plans. Sincerity is the key to rewarding relationships.

CANCER (June 2I-July 22):. A
good day to negotiate contracts and
sign papers.. It starting a promising
new job, geryour priorities straight.
Your mind" needs to be clear for
business.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Uncertainty could affect your plans. Keep
your impatience in check. So long as
you appear in control, others will
follow your lead. Inform your loved
ones as soon as possible if you must
work late.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
more affectionate with family members. Even a small gift will mean a
lot to someone who loves you. Singles will be better off staying home
than going on a blind date that
sounds boring.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Make
certain your motive, are pure before
you make a hold move. Those who
act on principle will probably pre-

vail. Be polite but a bit distant when
dealing with irritating people.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): It
may be difficult to make new contacts today. Demanding phone calls
and an impatient attitude will not
help matters. Perhaps a third party
could be your go-between.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2D: Avoid wasting precious time. If
you insist on dwelling on past mistakes, you could make new ones
which will be harder to explain.
Today's pefforniance is all that matters to higher-ups.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Your patience in the face of a
disappointment will win you the
esteem of your colleagues. Love
with an unlikely partner could eventually lead to a marriage proposal.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A good day to stick close to home
base. If travel is necessary, take
extra precautions. Double-check
hotel reservations and keep a close
eye on your luggage.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Work should go well if you stay
calm. The launching of a campaign
goes without a hitch. Keeping the
conversation lighthearted makes
your guests feel at ease.

•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
•Whea someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement - at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2 or 3 months before 65 even if
there are no plans for retiremeni
-Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

Back Pain? Headaches?
Neck Pain?

The Chiropractic Center
of Murray
1210 Johnson Blvd. • Murray

EVE1

Open Mon -Fri 7-5; Sat 7-Noon

Coopei

WAREHOUSE TIRE

TIRES

THE OFF
DIVIDED
FLU TEA,

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Taste What Everyone Is Talking About
Nashville
singer/songwriter/
storyteller Lee Domann will present a
concert at Klritsey United Methodist
Church Sunday evening, March 16,
at 6 p.m., Hwy. 299 North In the
larksey Coninunity. Domann has
had a music ministry combining
music and storytelling since 1991.
This concert is tree and open to the
public. Children and their families
are especially invited to attend.
Hosts for this event are the congregations of Goshen and Kirksey United Methodist Churches. Call 4892910 or 489-6094 for more information.

Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry
out to your patio picnic.
Daily Special
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
BBQ, Chips, &
Drink

Plates

BBQ, Ribs, Ham,
Grilled Chicken
and Sampler

2.99

FOR

- Serving Ribs Daily -

1617
Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-3985

Man.-Sat.
11s00-8:50

Sunday
11-2

SUPERB SELECTION

CHOICE CIGARS

At the intersection of Lone Oak Rd. and Lakeview Dr.
in the Marketplace Shopping Center in Lone Oak.

MACAMJDO-CRUZ REAL
BERING-DON DIEGO-MiCUBANO
PARTAGAS-EXCALIBUR
Just to name a few many more in stock

411P1111111111=111
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FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10.
11.
12,

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

1-800-USA-NAVY
wvvw. navyjobs.com

and pains.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire exam inabon is FREE.
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POL CY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.'

CALL for your FREE appoIntintint NOW!

Support Loca Arts

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

301 N. 12th Streit

VALUE

(at Unlvirsfty Square)

759-1116

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

Kwanzaa is an African-American holiday based on the traditional
African festival of the harvest of the first crops. It begins on
December 26 and lasts for seven days.

LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN
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Dr. B. Scott Foster
Chimpractor
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Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

Lone Oak's Premier
Cigar Shoppe
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You may need chiropractic help.
Call 759-8000
For An Appointment
Monday-Saturday

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY, MARCH II, 1997
TODAY'S CHILDREN are talented and shrewd, charming to both

relationships, their jobs, and their
future. Her warm,friendly and very
personal style makes her column a
big hit with fans. In addition to her
daily newspaper column, Jacqueline also has two successful 900b
services, one recorded and one with
a live psychic. Jacqueline has
earned a reputation for taking her
subject as seriously as her readers
do.
Jacqueline, 43, lives in Philadelphia, PA and is a mother of two.

Social Security rep
to be here March 13

Jacqueline Bigar

Weather alert sirens at Murray
State University will be activateit
sometime during the week of the
March 9-15 as a part Or a statewide
test in observance of Severe
Weather Awareness Week.
Murray State willjoin other agencies across Kentucky in the annualexercise to remind people of the
increased likelihood of severe
weather during the spring season,
according to Joe Green, associate
director of MSU's department of
public safety.

Readers rely on her astrology
column for predictions about their

-

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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Tea years ago
Max Parker has been appointed
by Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne
Collins to fill the position of Calloway County District Judge to
replace David Buckingham who
vacated the position in November
to serve as Circuit Judge.
Murray State University Lady
Racers lost to Middle Tennessee
Lady Raiders 76 to 64 in first
round of Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament at Cookeville, Tenn.
Births reported include a boy
to Darlene and Gregory Cooper, a
girl to Lynn and David Kelley, a
girl to Rhonda and Richard Vancleave, a girl to Tammy and
James Gattis, and a boy to
Rhonda and Randy Whitehead,
March 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Henson
will be married 50 years March
13.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Rex Galloway has been
named chairman of Department
of Management at Murray State
University.
Calloway County High School
Varsity Debaters took top honors
in the Regional Tournament at
Murray State University. Larry
England is coach for CCHS.
Murray High School Cheerleaders won a first place trophy
in District competition. Cheerleaders are Becky West, Regina
Bumphis, Gwen Purdom, Elizabeth Whitmer, Donna Hughes,
Laurie Crass, Deann Thornton
and Mary Smock.

TODAY IN HISTORY

Thirty years ago
In the first of the four series of
tests for uterine cancer of the cervix being held at Calloway
County Health Center, 106 women were given the test on
March 7. These are being sponsored by Calloway County Health
Department, Calloway Medical
Association, and Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Capt. Dan R. Pugh, son of Mrs.
Elreta of Murray, is serving with
the U.S. Army in Vietnam.
Lt. Col. Christian F. Dubia, assistant professor of Military Science at Murray State University,
spoke on "Berline" at a meeting
of Murray High School Tr -Alpha
and Hi-Y Clubs.
Forty years ago
The 1957 United Fund Campaign has been completed, according to Bill Pogue, chairman.
The budget for 1957 has been
met with pledges totaling
$20,615.51.
The fire siren which sits atop
the city hall will be blown each
day at noon with the exception of
Sunday, according to Murray Fire
Chief Flavil Robertson.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Dowdy, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Pritchett,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
West, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Edmond Steytler.
Open houses are being held today and tomorrow at two new
brick veneer houses at 1654 and
1655 Ryan Ave. in the .Pascb
Subdivision, Murray.
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DEAR READY TO MOVE ON:
It is a sad commentary that
someone as young as you had to
resort to such drastic and lifethreatening measures.
'Bulimia nervosa is an eating
disorder characterized in part
by a preoccupation with food,
binge eating (usually in secret)

Famous Hand

THiS WILL BE THE
BIGGEST JOB WE'VE
EVER ATTEMPTED'

I WANT ANYONE WI-40
THINKS WE CAN'T 00 IT
TO LEAVE NOW'

SO NrOU'RE TI-1E
ONLY ONE WITH
IC_O_NFIDENCE?

NO, MY LEG
WENT TO
North dealer.
SLEEP AND I
Neither side vulnerable.
CAN'T MOVE)
NORTH
•8
V Q5
• K 10 8 7 4 3 2
4QJ 5
WEST
EAST
.
KJ 1097
4542
1,1087
1,K9643
3-I0
•9
•AJ5
49642
4 10 7
SOUTH
CATHY
A Q63
VAJ2
THE OFFICE HAS OFFICIALLY THE "PARANOIDS" ALL WENT THE "DENIALS"
ru. PUT YOU DOWN FOR THE
MUST
•Q 6
DIVIDED INTO OUR IA/INTER NOME AT THE FIRST TWINGE ARE STA&GER"SELF-RIGHTEOUS' TEAM.
THIS
4AK 83
FLU TEAMS, R. PINKLEV.
AND ARE LYING IN BED
ING AROUND
OFFICE YOU'LL BE RECEIVING YOUR The bidding:
DEMANDING ANTIBIOTI C ... CONTAIMNATtNC7
SCREEC.H FEVER IN A FEW HOURS.
North East
South West
EVERYTHING
TO A
Pass
Pass
1+
1
THE 'HERBALISTS" ARE
WHILE REFUSING
HALT
2
24
NT
Pass
Pass
STANDING OUTSIDE IN TEN- TO TREAT THEIR
OVER
Patio! 3•
DEGREE "FRESH AIR," STUFPass
3 NT
A FEW.
SYMPTOMS".
FING DOWN ECHINACER...
Opening lead — seven of hearts.
ErERMS?
This deal occurred in a world
championship match played by Italy
and France.
At-the first table,Benito Garozzo
and Pietro Forquet, using the Neapolitan Club system, bid the NorthSouth cards as shown. Forquet's
opening club bid indicated 17 or more
FOR BErITEli or FOR WORSE
high-card points, not necessarily
I WISH GRANDMA WA6
HOW LONG DO VOU THINK
WHICH MA 1-eS ME.THINK including clubs, and the two club
STP4./iNG to0-1 US AGAN
response (also artificial) indicated
F-RANK AN'8ALLY ARE. GoN- THPrr some.oNe
I porn- LiKa IT tokianl
SHOULD f3E
NA LOATC.H MOVIES'?
North's high-card values.
PONT
THERES STRANGE PEOPLE
LiJATNIN
From then on, the bidding was
THINK THEYRE WATcfliNG
IN THE HOUSE
THEM I/
ANYTHING
ME- NsrrHE_R.
natural and Forquet got to three
notrump. The French West(Pierre
Ghestem) made the inspired choice
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DEAR ABBY: I am 18 years old
and recently went from 180 pounds
to 130. I've dropped six pants sizes.
plus two more sizes in shirts. You
can definitely see the difference.
Ever since I was a little girl, my
parents have bugged me to lose
weight, even though I was healthy
and well-built. I played sports and
ran track, so a lot of my weight was
muscle, but my parents always
wanted me to look like a tiny gymnast in miniskirts, so they bribed
me to lose weight. By the time I was
in the eighth grade, I was so depressed about my weight that I considered suicide.
About 6 1/2 years. ago, I began
sticking my fingers down my throat
every time I ate. Now I throw up
after I eat whether I stick my finger
down my throat or not. I know it's
not healthy. I know I am bulimic.
and it is not a joke.
I want to have a husband and
children someday, but I know that
won't happen unless I get well. You
can bet that if I'm lucky enougb to
have children, 111 love them no matter what size they are.
Please tell me where I can get
help, Abby. And please toll parents
to stop criticizing their overweight
children. Help them lose weight,
yes, but constant nagging and poking fun only lead to desperate measures on the part of the child.
READY TO MOVE ON
IN HOBBS, N.M.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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of the heart seven as his opening
lead and the first trick went Q-K-A.
Declarer then led a low diamond
to the king, East taking the ace and
returning a low heart. Forquet followed low but had to win the heart
continuation with the jack. He next
cashed the queen of diamonds, led a
club to the jack, and conceded a
diamond to East's jack, thus establishing the suit.
Unfortunately,East now cashed
two heart tricks to put the contract
down one. The opening heart lead
proved to be a killer.
The bidding at the second table
was altogether different.The French
North (Jose Le Dentu) opened the
bidding as dealer with three diamonds, to which South (Claude
Deruy)responded six notrump,closing the auction.
The Italian West had a very difficult choice ofopeniiag leads. Finally,
after long thought, he led the nine of
diamonds.
Declarer covered the nine with
dummy's ten and that was the end of
that. South was now certain to score
six diamond tricks, four clubs and
his two major suit aces for a total of
12 tricks.
And so, the strange result was
that at the table where declarer was
in three notrump he went down one,
while at the other table the declarer
in six notrump easily made the slam.
The Italian West didn't sleep too
well that night.

•
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14EV, MOM!
I WON!!

MOM! I TNINK
Ti4AT DO6
KICKED ME!

1 The alphabet
5 Immediately
(slang)
8 Baldwin of
"Ghosts. of
Mississippi"
12 Blow a horn
13— Claire,
Wis.
14 Theda —
15 Bomb shelter
16 Couple
17 Cut
18 Sleepingsickness fly
20 "Night of the
—"
22 Medical
examiner
(abbr.)
23 Rocky hill
24 Boxing
matches
27 One who
inflicts pain
31 From — — Z
32 Malay gibbon
33 Actor DeNiro
37 Cold
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 10, the 69th day of 1997. There are 296
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 10, 1876, Alexander Graham Bell made what was, in effect, the first telephone call. His assistant, in an adjoining room in
Boston, heard Bell say over the experimental device: "Mr. Watson,
come here. I want you."
On this date:
In 1496, Christopher Columbus concluded his second visit to the
Western Hemisphere as he left Hispaniola for Spain.
In 1629, England's King Charles I dissolved Parliament; he did not
call it back for 11 years.
In 1785, Thomas Jefferson was appointed minister to France, succeeding Benjamin Franklin.
In 1848, the Senate ratified the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, ending the war with Mexico.
In 1864, Ulysses S. Grant became commander of the Union armies
in the Civil War.
In 1880, the Salvation Army arrived in the United States from
England.
In 1948, the body of the anti-Communist foreign minister of Czechoslovakia, Jan Masaryk, was found in the garden of Czernin Palace
in Prague.
In 1949, Nazi wartime broadcaster Mildred E. Gillars, also known
as "Axis Sally," was convicted in Washington, D.C., of treason. (She
served 12 years in prison.)
In 1969, James Earl Ray pleaded guilty in Memphis, Tenn., to the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. (Ray later repudiated that
plea.)
In 1985, Konstantin U. Chernenko, Soviet leader for just 13
months, died at age 73.
Ten years ago: The Vatican issued a 40-page document on scientific
techniques involving procreation, condemning such practices as surrogate motherhood, test-tube births and cloning.
Five years ago: Democrat Bill Clinton claimed front-runner status
as he won a series of Southern landslides on Super Tuesday; President
Bush swept all the -Republican contests.
One year ago: Hezbollah guerrillas launched a wave of bomb and
rocket attacks on Israeli troops in souttr Lebanon. Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, accusing China of "reckless" provocations
against Taiwan, said on NBC that U,S. warships would move closer to
Taiwan.
Today's Birthdays: Talk show host Ralph Emery is 64.

DAILY COMICS
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40 Ms. Farrow
41 Dawn
goddess
42 — Checker
of "Twist"
fame
45 Answerable
49 Vehicle
(coiloq.)
50 Illuminated
52 Fe is its
symbol
53 Iowa college
town
54 Kimono sash
55 Danish
island
56 Robert Stack
TV role
57 Charles
Dutton series
58 Christian
Andersen
DOWN
1 Rat - — - —
2 Newhar1 and
Hope
3 Center
4 "A — in time.
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19 Drunkard
21 Black-tailed
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24 "— and
Away"
25 Judge Lance
26 Sailor
28 "— Fly Away"
29 — soda
30 Attempt
34 Decorate with
raised design
35 Tease
36 Filmdom's
Cleopatra
37 Boston cager
38 — polio'
39 Old
Testament
book
42 Kathy Bates
'Misery" ,
co-star
43 Actor Cronyn
44 Southwestern
Indians
46 La — tar pits
47 Deserted in
love
48 Baseball's
Slaughter
51 W. Air. tribe

and purging after eating. The
disorder is generally accompanied by depression, shame and
guilt, mood swings, low self-esteem and withdrawal from normal social activities. Physically,
bulimics can suffer from malnutrition, dehydration, tears in the
esophagus, and serious heart,
kidney and liver damage. If left
untreated, it can even be fatal.
It is important to recognize
that food is not at the heart of
any eating disorder. Parents, if
you feel that your child may
have an eating disorder, either
bulimia nervosa or anorexia nervosa,do not blame or try to make
your child feel guilty. Express
your love and support and try to
be understanding. Realize that
your child is terrified of something, and seek professional help
immediately.
For information on eating
disorders and a referral to a
doctor, therapist and support
group in your area, contact the
National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated
Disorders by writing to: ANAD,
Box 7, Highland Park, Ill. 60035.
Enclose a long (business-size),
self-addressed, stamped (55
cents) envelope. ANAD's hotline, answered by understanding counselors, is (847)831-3438.
DEAR ABBY: I am a clerk in a
store. Recently I asked a young
female customer a question. She
replied,"Yes, ma'am.
"Ma'am" and "Sir" may seem oldfashioned and out of style, and to
some people they smack of servitude, but it f011 sweetly on my ears.
It was a welcome display of manners, since only minutes before I
had heard another young female
shopper tell her child, -Get your a—
over here!"
MILWAUKEE MANNERS
MOURNER
DEAR MOURNER: While formal etiquette is not as prevalent
as it once was, the majority of
people still practice casual good
manners.
However, the parent who
speaks crudely to her child,
regardless of how annoyed she
may be, is in for a rude awakening, because in a few years her
child will he responding to her
in the same manner.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 79 years old
and have emphysema requiring supplemental oxygen day and night. I
stopped smoking five years ago after
my doctor warned me that my lungs
are getting progressively stiffer with
age. Are there any medicines or
herbal remedies that might unstiffen
my poor old lungs?
DEAR READER: Emphysema
refers to a constellation of changes
that occur in the lungs as we age.
Everyone gets this, to one degree or
another. These alterations, which are
worsened by smoking, include loss of
pulmonary tissue, the trapping of
stale air in the lungs (with resulting
over-inflation), and less-efficient
breathing — all leading to increased
shortness of breath and intolerance to
exercise. Your doctor is correct:
Patients with emphysema do have
stiffer lungs, a far cry from normal,
flexible, younger lungs.
•
Unfortunately, such changes are
permanent. The damage doesn't heal,
and the lungs remain more or less
inelastic. Under these circumstances,
doctors can Only hope that treatment
will retard the progression of the pulmonary affliction.
Such therapy includes avoidance of
air pollution (and smoking), the use of
antibiotics to quell recurrent infections, occasional prescriptions of cortisone drugs (which relieve bronchial
spasm), and supplemental oxygen.
In addition, patients can be instructed in ways to cope with diminishing
lung function, through special breathing exercises and modification of
physical activity. There is no medicine
or-herbal remedy that will arrest the
development of emphysema.
In my opinion, you should be under
the care of a pulmonologist, who can
coordinate therapy and supervise
your various treatments.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Living With Chronic Lung Disease."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New York,
NY 10156. Be sure to mention the tide.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Does alcohol
cause dementia and nerve damage?
DEAR READER: Yes, it does. When
used excessively and for prolonged
periods (the amount and duration
depends on a person's sex and age),
alcohol poisons most of the body's
organs, including the heart, liver, pancreas; nerves, and brain.
Dementia, the progressive deterioration of cognitive thinking, is often
the end result of alcohol abuse.
Moreover, neuropathy (nerve malfunction) is also common,leading to
weakness, numbness and a burning
sensation in the hands and ha
Early forms of encepbalepatby
(brain toxicity) and neurepathy will
usually regress once the patient slops
drinking. However, advanced tonna
are permanent and untreatable.
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Scouting museum reopens
The National Scouting Museum
in Murray re-opened to the public
for its 11th season on March 1. The
Museum is home to the largest
collection of Norman Rockwell's
original oil scouting illuttrations,
called by an authorities "a national
The ;
N.
is a popular stop for
Vscouts
and scout leaders during their
troop outings. However, new director Susan B. Hardin claims that
school groups, families and tourists
also make the Museum a regular
stop on trips and vacations.
"We are certainly proud of ow
museum and are excited about the
new season," said Hardin."We look
forward to meeting new visitors and
seeing old friends again."
In addition to the Rockwell Gallery,,the Museum houses the official

collection of articles belonging to
the BOY Scouts of America- -Mac
ue also Personal artifacts and
mementos from famous scouts, including Gerald Ford and Britain's
I-ord Badea-PowellInteractive video theatres, live
performances
full
anc' ropes
and a plete
c the exPericace• This Year,a large number
of scout troop visits are expected
during the national Boy Scout jamhome scheduled to be held at Fort
A.P. Hill in Virginia.
The museum is open until Nov.
30th, Tuesdays through Saturday 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and Sundays
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. There is an
admission charge smd reservations
are suggested. For more informsLion call the National Scouting Museum at 800-303-3047.

Bill Engvall set to appear
at Murray State next month
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Bill Engvall, the originator of the night Show."
comedy sketch about *stupid signs
Engvall's rise K)comedy stardom
for stupid people" and one of the began while he was pursuing
a
top comedians, will be teaching career in Texas. After
appearing at Murray State Univa- appearim at local comedy clubs in
sity next month.
Dallas,he hit the big time by earning
Engvall, who was named "Best a spot on Showtime's "Star Search."
Male Stand-Up Comedian" at the
He has headlined in every major
1992 American Comedy Awards, club in the United States and has
has been booked for a concert in received numerous radio
reviews.
Racer Arena on April 25. The event Gino Michellini of KLOS FM in
is being sponsored by MSUs Sul- Los Angeles,Calif.,said "For seven
dent Government Association.
years Bill has been a 'Five O'clock
Best known for his cornic routine Funnies' favorite. He is one of the
"Here's Your Sign," Engvall landed reasons The Funnies' is the
highest
a guest appearance on
"Designing rated feature in southern California
Women"and was a series regular on afternoon radio."
"Delta." He has hosted A&E's
Ticket information will be an"Evening at the Improv" and made nounced soon. For more informaseveral appearances on "The To- Lion call (502) 762-6951.

.

i.- 4.,
Dr. Joseph Fuhrman, a professor of history at Murray Slate
University,
will appear on the Arts 8 Entertainment network's Biograph
y series
erch 10 at 7 p.m. He is being interviewed for the show's
The Mad Monk. Fuhrman's biography on Rasputin was "Rasputin:
published in
1990. Along with appearing on the show, Fuhrman served
as the documentary's historical consultant Fuhrman is currently finishing
a biography on Joseph Stalin which will be his seventh book.
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At Any Of These
Fine Restaurants.

I A.

Good Food
Fast Service — Fast Convenient
Location — Reasonable Prices
This Week's Special
Large BBQ,
Fries and
Medium Drink

$399

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs,Pond Raised Catfish Fillets,
Fried Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham,
Food Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink

1

95

Our Hamburgers Are CHAR-BROILED
Cooked When Ordered & Dressed To Please You.

7534)045
ion.-Fri. 10.30 a.m -8 30 p.m.
• nut St. • Muria

T•111•1

Let's Eat
Ar r;0
Out!
i 0C ,. ill)
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"2 Can Dine For s7.99

It

Two All-You-Can-Eat Buffets
Including Salad and Drink
Available 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

2 Can Dine For s8.99"

coupon

Available 5-9 p.m.

Expires
3/16/97

s
410:111CP

DINE-IN
CARRYOUT
pa
ERr
.A/

767_9070
Detvery area I•med to aeure safe ervnt $700',Irwin,char9e id. ..i del...ere-5

FIZZA
ORDERS
,.,---..,. 1 trrti -,,-1A -e--,
da Vinci

Spaghetti
Fettuccine
Lasagna
Tortellini
Ravioli
Manicotti

75:1-6656

Garden Salad
Ceasar Salad
Pasta Salad
Garlic Breadsticks

Raphael
Donate Ito
Michelangelo
...OR BUILD
YOUR OWN
MASTERPIECE...

(order of four)

Cinnamon Sticks
(order of four)

PA
.
.
.
,
r$100 OFF'
orenolis
411ii

Any Complete
Broiled Platter
or Snow Crab
Plate Dinner
"
TY", ,
, ;`,
mst4v5i.?, •Y

•
- •'
•--

.114

PRIME RIB HOUSE
Also...

I -IF

•Offer not s alid ssith other
disc minis or promolions.
•
expires March 15. 1997. SEAFOOD

)ffer

-Marinated Pork Chops "Seafood
•Choice Cut Steaks
"All served with fresh baked
.1j il
bread
II"
1
111 0
available)

(Private

If You 1 h ink Our Seafood Is
Great, Get 1 Taste Of Our Price,
,
Chestnut Hills • Murray
(502) 753-9383

CHINA HOUSE
"Largest Buffet In Murray
Prepared Fresh Daily."
BUFFET HOURS:
11-2:30 • 7 Days — 4:30-9 M-Th., Sun.
Fri. & Sat. 4:30-10
Menu Items Available • Carry-Out

5IPE

"

Must Present
Coupon When
Orden

CjAZI&BOS
l'IMIAN KITCHEEN
111 North 12th Street

banquet Room

P

1,N (,...
.,,
o

f
•

New Hours
Tue - Sat 4-9 P.M.

Sun. 11 A.M.
,- "Your
Business
41:3?- 121 North
/ L(Next to Tucker 'TV)
753-4864

2 P.M.
is appreciated"
Locally ownec
and operated

Private Dining Room For Parties or Business Meetings
- Gift Certificates Available -

406 N. 12th St.
:

(Next to Pizza Hut)

759-2348
Discounts For SONO! Citizens
& Students With ID's (Dinniw Only)
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